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1. INTRODUCTION 
From 29 January through 31 January 1987 Utah State University hosted a 
mathematics conference on matrix theory and its applications. The meeting 
took place in the Eceles Conferenee Center on the campus of Utah State 
University in Logan, Utah. Funding for the conference came from the office 
of the Vice President for Research and the Mathematics Department. 
There were 34 partieipants representing eight countries: the United 
States, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Germany, India, Israel, the Netherlands, and 
Portugal. There were representatives from ten states of the United States and 
three of the Canadian provinces. Of the 34 participants eight presented 
one-hour invited addresses, and there were 18 25-minute contributed papers. 
Summaries of the invited and contributed addresses will follow in Sections 2 
and 3 of this report. Section 4 of this report is devoted to a scheduled, but 
informal, problem session which was moderated by Charles R. Johnson. 
2. INVITED TALKS 
During the conference there were eight invited addresses. These talks 
represent the core of the conference. The summaries are in the order of 
presentation. 
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IMMANENTS OF CORRELATION MATRICES 
by STEVE PIERCE* 
L Notation and Introduction 
A >/0 means that A is positive semidefinite Hermitian. 
A~C n means that A>t0anda u=l , i= l  . . . . .  n. 
If ac  {1 . . . . .  n) ,  and lal-- k, then A[a] is the k × k principal submatrix 
in rows and columns a, and A(a) is the complementary (n -  k )x (n -  k) 
principal submatrix. 
If G is a subgroup of Sn, and X is a character of G, define 
dCx(A)= E X(O) flato(t) 
o~G tffil 
to be a generalized matrix function (g.m.f.).  For irreducible X, let 
d-xC(A) = x(id) -1 dxC(A) 
be a normalized g.m.f. All normalized g.m.f . 's  agree on a given diagonal 
matrix and are 1 on I n. Examples: 
X G c dx(A)  
1 S n per 
e S n det 
1 id 1-1aii 
Fix(o) - 1 Sn dn_l 
e(o)[Fix(o) - 1] S. d z 
1 S k XS._ k perA[a]perA(a) 
In the case that G = S., and X is irreducible, we call a g.m.f, an 
immanant and just write d x. 
*San Diego State University. 
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To every immanant dx, there corresponds a nonincreasing partition of n 
given by X ~ (X); for example 
x--'(x) 
1 (n) 
e (1 . . . . .  1) 
F ix (o ) - I  (n - l ,  1) 
e(o)[Fix(o) - 1] (2,1 ..... 1) 
We know (Sehur): If A >1 0, then 
0 ~< det A ~< dxC(A). 
We believe: If X is irreducible and A >/0, then 
dxC(A) ~ perA. (1) 
The permanent conjecture (1) was stated by Lieb in 1966. This may not 
be the earliest. Lieb also verified the Fischer inequality for permanents: If 
A >t 0, then for any a c ( 1 ..... n }, 
perA >/perA [a] perA(a). (2) 
We also believe that for some immanants, if A >/0, then 
dx(a  ) ,< dx(a) .  (3) 
Following is a brief summary of Lieb's work. 
Let A >/0 have the following form: 
where B is k x k. Let A(t) be obtained from A by replacing B with tB. 
Compute perA(t), a polynomial of degree k. IAeb showed that all 
coefficients in this polynomial are nonnegative. Now if t = 1, we get per(A). 
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The coefficient of t k is per B per D, In addition, if C is square, then the 
constant erm is Iper C[ ~, so we get 
perA >t perB perD + [per C[ 2. 
If no a .  = 0, equality holds if and only if C = 0. 
H. The Result of]ames and Liebeck 
Let A >1 0. For ac  {1 . . . . .  n}, let A~(t) be the matrix obtained from A 
by multiplying A[a] by t. Compute 
E perA~(t) .  
lalffik 
This is a polynomial of degree k, and by Lieb's result all coefficients are 
nonnegative. For i ~k ,  let [~oik](A ) be the coefficient of t i. James and 
Liebeck proved that 
[q°ik](A) = E q°,k(°) f i  ato(t), 
o~Sn tffil 
where ~k is an integral inear combination of irreducible characters of S n. 
For example, if n = 6, we have 
q0oo = X (°) - 1, 
Cpo ~ = 5X (e) - X(5,1), 
q~ll = X (e) + X (5'1) 
q0o2 -- 6X(6) _ 3X(5,1) + X (4,2), 
opt ~ = 8X (e) + 2X (5,1) _ 2X(4,2), 
~033 = X(6) + X (5'1) + X (4,2) + X (3'3). 
Here, X (x) is the character corresponding to the partition (k). Thus, [q~oo](A) 
= perA.  
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Every nonnegative linear combination of the qO~k produces an inequality 
in which the permanent on top is compared With some g.m.f, on the bottom. 
For instance 
~19. + ~ol = 9per(A) - d~4.~)(A ) >10. 
Since X(4'z)(id)= 9, we have a proof of the permanent conjechtre for the 
immanant corresponding to the partition (4, 2). 
James and Liebeck's main result is that ff X is an irreducible character of 
S, corresponding to a partition of the form (a, b, 1 ... . .  1), then the perma- 
nent conjecture is valid for such d x" 
Merris and Watldns have shown the validity of the permanent conjectttre 
for partitions of the form (2 ... . .  2,1 ..... 1) with at least two l's. Thus the 
smallest partition for which the permanent conjecture is unproved is (2, 2, 2). 
The corresponding g.m.f, can be expressed as 
dtz,~,~)(a)= ~] deta[a]detA(a)-  Y'~ deta[fl]detA(fl), 
lals3 I/~1=4 
and one must show this to be less than 5perA. 
IlL The Expansions of Merris and Watkins 
Let X, X be two irreducible characters of S, other than 1 or e. Is it ever 
true that 
dx(A) >~ Jx(A ) (4) 
for all A>~0? 
We know that for an inequality of the type (4) to be valid, it is necessary 
for the partition (X) to majorize (h). This was proved by Men-is around 1977. 
But this is not sufficient. Let A = I~I~. Let (X)= (3,1) and let (2~)= (2,2). 
Obviously, (X) majorizes (h). Now 
dx(A ) = dx(A ) = 4, 
but x(id) = 3 and ~(id) = 2. 
Our ability to examine inequalities of the type (4) depends heavily on the 
result of Merris and Watkins which says that any immanant of A is 
expressible as an integer polynomial in principal subpermanents or principal 
subdeterminants of A. This is particularly useful with so-called single-hook 
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immanants, i.e., those corresponding to partitions of the form (k, 1 .. . . .  1). We 
will write these as d k. One should also note that if (X)= (k, 1 .. . . .  1) then 
For instance, 
.og  1) 
-1  " 
d,_ , (A )  = ~]a,, perA(i)  - perA (X = Fix(o) - 1), 
d2(A)=~'~a,,detA(i)-detA (× = e(o) [F ix (o )  - 11). 
It is immediate from these expansions that ff A >~ 0, then dn_l(A ) <<.(n - 
1)perA, and this verifies the permanent conjecture for d ,_  v 
Also observe that if A is a singular correlation matrix with eigenvalues 
(0, X 2 ~< . . -  ~< X,),  then d2(A )=)~. . .  h n <~ [n / (n -  1)] "-1 < e < n -  1 ff 
n >/4. Since per A >/1, we have verified the permanent conjecture for d 2 
unless n - 3. This is done by direct computation (Grone). 
We suspect hat the following chain of inequalities i valid for A >/0: 
dl(A ) ~ d~(A) ~<...  ~ d._x(A ) ~ d . (A) .  (5) 
We also believe that eqnality holds in (5) for a given pair k < 1 if and only if 
A is diagonal, A has a zero row, or the rank of A is low enough so that both 
g. m.f. 's are zero on all matrices A of this rank or less. 
The following pieces of the chain (5) have been verified: 
(i) d2 ~< d3, 
(ii) dz~<d 4 for n>~10, 
(iii) d2 < d ._  x, 
(iv) ~<& for2 k<~n+3, 
(v) dz~<d k for 2k, .<n+3 and n>~10. 
All the proofs essentially involve use of Lieb's inequality and examination of 
the eigenvalues of A. One important part of our methods is the reduction of 
the problem to the ease that A is singular. This is done by showing that for 
A >~O, x >~O, and k <l, 
d,(A + x xx) - gk(A + xe,1) (0) 
is an increasing function of x. The procedure is accomplished without resort 
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to induction of any kind. The reason for this is that single-hook immanants 
have a nice iterative form: For r = 0 .. . . .  n, let 
Qr = Epera  [ a] det A(a) ,  
Then 
v~= Q._,. 
dk(A)  = Qk_x(a) - dk_x(A) = Pn_k(A) -- dk+x(A). (7) 
Use of (7) then makes (6) easy to verify. 
There is a result dual to (iv) that would be available ff we knew that 
d ._z(A)  ~< d._t(A) .  We would then have 
dk(A) ~< dn_x(A) 
for 2k >/n - 3. Then we could turn a hard 20-page result into a corollary, 
namely, we'd have d~(A) ~< d._ I(A ). 
IV. Permanents and Eigenvalues 
To prove inequalities between single-hook immanants on A >t 0, we may 
assume that A is singular and that A ~ C.. In Auburn, it was suggested that 
for such an A, 
per A > e/2,  
with the lowest value of perA achieved at A = Y., where Y. is the n × n 
correlation matrix with all off-diagonal entries - (n - 1)-x. 
By working on correlation matrices, we find it easier to relate permanents 
and eigenvalues. To see how this works, we first illustrate a relatively easy 
result. Let A ~ C., n even, We know that 
Thus, 
perA >/perA[1 ,2 ] - . .perA[n -  1, n].  
perA>_. 1+1a1~1~+ . . . +la._l ,nl  ~. 
Average this in all possible ways, and we obtain 
perA >/1 + (2n - 2) - IA, 
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where 
A = ~ la,jl 2 
i--/: j 
if A is singular, then A >1 n/ (n  - 1), and hence 
perA ~> 1+ 
n 
2(n - 1) 2. 
This isn't very good ff n is large, but sometimes we have our greatest 
difficulty proving certain inequalities on matrices of small size. 
We would like to improve the above. For instance, if we could show that 
A 
perA >t 1 + - - ,  
n 
several inequalities would be valid which are still unproved. It would be even 
better if we could prove something of the form 
perA >/1 + cA, (8) 
where c > 0 is a constant independent of n. 
__1  If such an inequality (8) is true, it is clear that c -5  is best possible, 
because equality must hold at A = Ln_z~Y 3. Moreover, this would tell us 
that for singular correlation matrices of any size 
perA > 4, 
which is not much smaller than e/2 .  
Verification of (8) when c = ~ is easy if n = 3, because per A is a function 
of the eigenvalues of A. 
We are fairly close to verification of (8) for n = 4. In this case, if we let 
A 
f (A )  = perA - 1 - ~- ,  (9) 
we find that 
10E 2 
f (A )  = 13 3 t-2Ez -- E4 +2F,  
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where 
F = lalga3412 + [a13a241 ~ + lax4az319. 
We can't throw out F and prove that f(A)>>. O. In fact, f (A ) -  2F 
achieves its minimum when o(A)= {0,0,2,2}. Then 
f (A ) -  2F = _ !  3" 
NOTE 1. If we establish (8) for n = 4, then we can show by application 
of the Lieb-Fischer inequality that for A ~ C n 
IIA]} 2 A 
perA>~ ~ = 1+- - .  
n 1'1 
NOTE 2. In attempting to prove (8), Grone has shown that the minimum 
of f (A )  (for any n) will be taken at a singular matrix. 
COUNTING PERMUTATIONS WITH RESTRICTED POSITIONS: 
PERMANENTS OF (0,1) MATRICES. A TALE IN FOUR PARTS 
by RICHARD A. BRUALDI* 
L The Setup 
Let n be a positive integer and S, the set of permutations of { 1 .. . . .  n }. 
We are interested in counting the number of permutations in subsets of S n. 
Not just any subset, for that's too general. Think of a permutation o in S n as 
"moving" i to o(i) (1 ~< i ~< n). We restrict the movement of integers by 
choosing for each i a subset A s of { 1 .. . . .  n } and requiting o to move i to 
As: 1 --* A l . . . . .  n --* A n. The resulting set of permutations i  denoted by A. 
For example, choose A 1 = {2 .. . . .  n} and A s -- {1,..., n} (i ~ 1) (everyone 
gets up and sits down in a previously occupied seat, but the first person has 
to move). In this example, IA I - - (n -  1 ) . (n -  1)I. More symmetrically, we 
may choose A s = {i . . . . .  ~ .. . . .  n} for all i (everyone gets up and sits down in 
*University of Wisconsin, Madison. Research partially supported by NSF Grant No. 
DMS-8521521. 
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a previously occupied seat, but everyone is required to move). Now we get 
the classical derangement problem, and it follows from the inclusion-exclu- 
sion principle [19] that 
( nx) 1 1 -. .  +( -1 )  ~.r 
[A[ = nl 1 - ~-~ + 2-~ -
Another classical problem results when 
A 
Ai= (1 .. . . .  ~, i+1 ... . .  n} for all i, 
where n +"--'1 is interpreted as 1. The n members M 1 .. . . .  M, of a club and 
their spouses S 1 . . . . .  S, are to be seated at a round table where the members 
and spouses are to alternate and no member is to sit next to his or her spouse. 
The ~ e  probl~me asks for the number of seating arrangements. The set 
of seats that the members it in can be chosen in 2 ways, and then the 
members may be seated in nl ways. With a proper numbering of the 
remaining n seats, the spouses may be seated in IAI ways. It follows from 
the inclusion-exclusion principle [19] again that 
.,k 2n { 2n k k 
k=0 
Returning to the general problem, we associate with the subsets A 1 .. . . .  A .  
of (1 .... ,n )  their incidence matrix X = [xij ] of order n, where x i j= 1 ff i 
belongs to Aj and xij = 0 otherwise. For example, when n = 4, 
X= El i i i] 011011 (derangement problem), 
X= 
I !  0 1 1 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 
1 1 0 
(m~nage probl~me). 
The number [A[ of permutations with positions restricted by A 1 .. . . .  A .  is 
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then the permanent of X: 
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IAI  = perX = ~ xaot~)"" x.o~.). 
o~S,, 
For the two examples above (n = 4), we have perX = 9 and perX = 2, 
respectively. 
II. The Buildup 
So counting permutations with restricted positions is the same as evaluat- 
ing permanents of (0,1) matrices. Is this of any value? Since the definition of 
the permanent is like that of the determinant and since determinants are easy 
to compute, we might hope to use determinants to evaluate permanents. 
P61ya [17] suggested putting negative signs in front of some of the entries of 
the matrix in order to "convert" the determinant into the permanent. For 
eXalTlple, 
 r[a  ] ot[a 
[i 0] [a per e =det  -c  e . 
g h f -g  h 
But P61ya showed there is no uniform way to a/fix negative signs in front of 
some of the entries of an n-by-n matrix (n >t 3) to convert he determinant 
into the permanent. The proof for n = 3 is this. The even permutations and 
the odd permutations both partition the entries of the matrix. Each term in 
the determinant expansion corresponding to an even permutation must have 
an even number of minus signs, while those corresponding to an odd 
permutation must have an odd number. But three times an even number does 
not make three times an odd number. For n > 3, we need only take the 
direct sum with an identity matrix of order n - 3. 
Affixing minus signs to entries is a simple instance of a linear transforma- 
tion on the linear space M, of matrices of order n. Marcus and Mine [12] 
showed that for n >t 3 there is no linear transformation T which converts the 
determinant into the permanent, hat is for which perA = detT(A)  for all 
complex matrices A of order n. 
Even though there is no uniform way to convert determinants into 
permanents by affixing minus signs (n >/3), it is possible, as seen above, to do 
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so on some subspaces of M, where certain entries are prescribed to be 0. 
Finding such subspaces i equivalent to finding (0,1) matrices X of order n 
and a matrix X' obtained from X by changing certain l's to - l ' s  so that 
perX = det X'. Two examples of X"s are 
111Yl [i 1°i] -1  1 , 1 1 1 -1  0 1 
0 0 " 
This problem is of interest in the qualitative analysis of  linear systems [10]. 
A system Bx ffi c is sign-solvable provided that for every matrix B* with the 
same sign pattern as B (positives, negatives, and zeros all agree) and for 
every column vector c* with the same sign pattern as c, B'x* = c* is 
solvable and x* has the same sign pattern as x. Examples of sign-solvable 
systems are given by 
B___ 1 , c= - ; 
0 
B= 1 , c--  . 
0 
Sign-solvability can be reduced to the study of two kinds of matrices: 
S-matricos, which we don't define, and L-matr/ces, which are equivalent to 
(0,1, - 1) matrices X' such that every matrix with the same sign pattern as 
X' has linearly independent columns. Square L-matrices are also called 
sign-nonsingu/ar matr/ces. It follows from a theorem of Bassett, Maybee, and 
Quirk [2] that sign-nonsingular matrices are equivalent o nonsingular 
(0,1, - 1) matrices X' for which 
det X' = perX, 
where X is the (0,1) matrix obtained from X' by taking the absolute value of 
each entry. Thus signmonsingular matrices are particular conversions of  the 
determinant o f  a (0,1) matrix X into the pemaanent of  X by affixing minus 
signs to some of  the entries, where per X ~ O. Examples of sign-nonsingnlar 
matrices are the (0,1, - 1) matrices above. 
Little [11] characterized (0,1) matrices X whose permanent could be 
evaluated from the determinant by affixing minus signs. Basically, the answer 
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is that X does not contain the P61ya counterexample. More precisely, niter 
row and column permutations, X does not have the form 
• 1 
where by a sequence of reductions of the sort 
1 0 . . .  0 
0 
Z 
i 1 ] 
Z 
Y can be reduced to the all-l's matrix of order 3 (in particular, per Y = 6). 
Matrices which can be reduced in this way to the all-rs matrix of order 3 
were characterized by Brualdi and Gibson [4]. Such matrices correspond 
exactly to faces of the polytope f~, of doubly stochastic matrices of order n 
which are 2-neighborly (nonsimplices every two vertices of which determine 
a face)• The face of ft, corresponding to the (0,1) matrix X consists of all 
doubly stochastic matrices which have O's where X does. The polytope f~a 
(the face corresponding to the all-l's matrix of order 3) has dimension 4 and 
six vertices (thus it could not be a simplex), and each pair of vertices 
(permutation matrices of order 3) determine a 1-dimensional face. 
IlL The Blowup 
So if in general one cannot compute the permanent using determinants 
and linear transformations, how can one compute it (except by using the 
definition)? There is also Ryser's formula [19] derived from the inclusion- 
exclusion principle. For each r between 0 and n, let X r denote an n × (n - r) 
matrix obtained from X by striking out r columns, and let II(X,) denote the 
product of the row sums of Xr. F.II(Xr) denotes the sum of these products 
over all X, (r fixed). Then 
perX = n(Xo)  - E r I (x , )  + Er t (xO . . . .  +(  - 1 ) " - 'E I I (X . _ , ) .  
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The resulting computation, however, takes exponentially many steps and 
hence is "not good enough." But is "good enough" (a polynomial-in-n 
number of steps) possible, and does anyone really care? The answers to these 
two questions are probably no and yes, in that order. To explain these 
answers, we need to discuss ome important recent work of Valiant [21, 22]. 
Our discussion is informal. There is a class of problems known as 
NP-problems which enjoy the property of polynomial verifiability (if one is 
presented with a solution to a problem, it can be checked to be indeed a 
solution in a number of steps which is bounded by a polynomial in the size of 
the problem). For each problem we ask two questions: 
Existence: Does the problem have a solution? (Answer is to be yes or 
no.) 
Counting: How many solutions does the problem have? (Answer is to be 
a number, not a listing of all solutions.) 
A question F is polynomially reducible to a question G provided a poly- 
nomial algorithm for F can be obtained from a polynomial algorithm for G. 
An NP-problem is called NP-complete provided the existence question for 
every other NP-problem is polynomially reducible to its existence question. 
An NP-problem is called number P-complete, written #P-complete, provided 
the counting question for every other NP-problem is polynomially reducible 
to its counting question. It was Cook's fundamental contribution [6] that 
there exist NP-complete problems. The problem that he identified as NP- 
complete was the 
SATISFIABILITY PROBLEM. Given a finite set ~ of variables and a finite 
set C of clauses which are disjunctions of the variables and their negations, is
there a truth-value assignment which makes all clauses in C true, that is, a 
satisfying truth assignment for the conjunction A(C: c ~ C)? 
Now there is a long list of NP-complete problems [9], some of which are 
the graph vertex-coloring problem, the graph edge-coloring problem, the 
graph maximum-clique problem, and the traveling-salesman problem. 
Most "natural" NP-complete xistence questions give #P-complete count- 
ing questions, although it is not known whether this is always true. The 
reason that they do is that the reductions used in proofs of polynomial 
reducibility "preserve" the number of solutions. Thus e.g. counling the 
number of satisfying truth assignments for the satisfiability prob~m is 
#P-complete. 
It was Valiant's fundamental contribution [21, 22] that there exist #P- 
complete counting questions for which the corresponding existence question 
has a polynomial algorithm (that is, belongs to the subset P of NP-problems 
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for which there is a polynomial algorithm to decide on the existence of a 
solution). Thus unless P = NP (and perhaps not even then), there are 
NP-problems for which the existence question can be answered in a poly- 
nomial number of steps but the counting question cannot. 
The #P-complete problem identified by Valiant is the problem of com- 
puting the permanent of a (0,1) matrix, that is, computing the number of 
permutations with restricted positions. The corresponding existence question 
is: Is there a permutation subject o the restricted positions, that is, is the 
permanent different from 07 
Deciding whether there is a permutation subject o the restricted posi- 
tions is the same as deciding whether a bipartite graph has a perfect 
matching, and this later question is well known as one with a polynomial 
algorithm. Valiant's hypothesis is that there is no polynomial algorithm for 
computing the permanent of a (0,1) matrix. 
It follows from Valiant's theorem that computing the permanent of a 
(0,1)-matrix is a fundamental problem. A polynomial algorithm for computing 
the permanent of a (0,1) matrix would imply polynomial algorithms for 
computing the number of satisfying truth assignments, he number of ways to 
color the vertices of a graph with k colors, the number of solutions to a 
traveling-salesman problem, etc. 
We note that Valiant did prove that permanents could be computed by 
determinants, but only by "blowing up" the matrix to one whose size is 
exponential in the size of the original [a permanent of a matrix of order n can 
be computed as the determinant of a matrix of order m = O(n22n)]. 
Since computing the permanent of a (0,1) matrix is apparently intracta- 
ble, what do we do? Estimatel 
IV. The Recovery 
We seek lower and upper bounds on the permanent of a (0,1) matrix X of 
order n. The "natural" lower bound for a general (0,1) matrix is 0, and the 
K/Snig-Hall theorem characterizes those matrices whose permanent is 0. We 
now assume X is tally indecomposable. P rhaps the most general useful ower 
bound is that of Minc [15]: 
perX >t o(X) - 2n +2, 
where o(X) is the number of l's in X. This bound was given a geometric 
proof by Brualdi and Gibson [4]: The matrix X corresponds to a face of the 
doubly stochastic polytope f~n with dimension o(X) - 2n + 1. Since a poly- 
tope of dimension d has at least d + 1 vertices, the inequality holds. Equality 
means the face is a simplex, and matrices corresponding to simplex faces 
were also characterized by Brualdi and Gibson. 
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The "natural" upper bound for the permanent of X is the product of the 
row sums of X. Foregger [7] proved that 
perX ~< 2 °(x)-2" + 1 ( = 2 d-I + 1), 
where d is the dimension of the face, whereas Brualdi and Gibson [4] proved 
without the full indecomposability assumption that 
perX ~< 2 ~(X)-2"+1 ( = 2d). 
Matrices for which equality holds are characterized. 
Mine [14] conjectured and Br6gman [3] proved that 
perX ~< f i  (ril) 1/r', 
iffil 
where r t . . . . .  r. are the row sums of X. The terms in the product are the 
geometric means of the integers 1 .. . . .  r~ (i = 1 .. . . .  n). Since their arithmetic 
mean is (r~ + 1)/2, it also follows that 
perX~ f i  r i+ l  
i=1  2 
As a corollary of the Minc-Br6gman inequality, one obtains Ryser's conjecture 
[18] that the maximum permanent of an (0,1) matrix X of order n with k l's 
in each row and column is (kl) "/k when k divides n. Generalizing this class, 
we define 
., k = the set of all (0,1) matrices of order n with k l's in each row 
and column; 
~(n,  ~) =the set of all (0,1) matrices of order n with ~ O's and o = n z - z 
l ' s .  
Calculating permanents in ~.,9. is easy, and it is also easy to verify that 
the minimum permanent is 2 and the maxi um permanent is 2 t"/2j. Perma- 
nents of matrices in 9.1,.3 are not so easy to compute. When 3 divides n, the 
maximum permanent is (31) "/3, and Merriell [13] determined the maximum 
permanent when 3 does not divide n. ErdSs and Renyi conjectured the 
existence of an exponential lower bound (1 + c)", c > 0, for the permanent of
matrices in 9~(n,3), which was proved by Bang [1] and Friedland [8]. 
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Voorhoeve [23] obtained the exponential bound 
perX >~ (4)" [X ~ 9~(n,3)]. 
Let 
hk(n ) = min(perX: X ~ 91(n,3) } 
and 
Ok = in f (  hk(  n ) l / " :  n = l ,2  . . . .  } .  
Thus 0k g~ves the best exponential lower bound per X >~ 0~' for matrices X in 
9~(n, k). Schrijver and Valiant [20] proved 
(k - 1) k - t 
0k ~ kk-2 
Thus 0 a ~< 4 and so 0 3 = 4. In general, O k is not known. 
The lower bound of 0 for the permanent of matrices in 9A(n, ~) can only 
be improved when • < n [when ~" >/n there is a matrix in ~(n, ~') whose first 
row is all O's]. Using the Mine-Br6gman i eqlmlity, Brualdi, Goldwasser, and 
Michael [5] obtained the upper bound 
a 
perX ~< (r.) [(r + 1)!] b, 
where r = l o /n ]  (o  = n ~ - "r), a --- (n r  + n - o ) / r ,  and b = (o - n r ) / ( r  + 1), 
with eq, allty when n lo. In particular, Ryser's conjecture holds under the 
weaker assumption that the average number of l's per row, o/n ,  is an 
integer. 
It is very d ifficnlt in general to determine the maximum permanent of 
matrices in ~(n,  ~) [try to find the maximum permanent of a (0,1) matrix of 
order 10 with 43 l's and 57 0's!]. But for some values of ~, those matrices 
with the largest permanent can be determined. SpeeifieaUy, Bmaldi, Gold- 
wasser, and Miehael [5] determined them for • large (number o of l's 
between and 2n) and ~" small (number of O's between 0 and 2n). 
For n >/3 and n ~ - 2n ~ ¢ ~< n ~ - n, the maximum permanent ofmatrices 
in ~(n,  ~) is 2 t~°-")/~l. Let lr be the all-l's matrix of order 2, let F be the 
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matrix obtained from 1, by changing a 1 to a 0, and let 
G=[i pi], H=[; i i]. 
Then the matrices in a(n, 7) with maximum permanent are, apart from row 
and column permutations, of one of the forms: 
where I is an appropriate identity matrix. 
For 0 G T G 2n, all matrices (apart from row and column permutations) in 
%(n, T) with maximum permanent were obtained. The form of these matrices 
depends on T and the parity of n in the following way: 0 < T < rz, IZ < T G :n, 
$<~<$n, $<7<2n(neven), ~n<7~2n-2(nodd},T=Zn-I(n 
odd), 7 = 2n (n odd). We refer to [5] for the actual forms. The maximum 
permanent itself was not computed, although recurrence formulas for it can 
be obtained. 
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INTEGRAL QUATERNION MATRICES 
by ROBERT C. THOMPSON* 
This talk described some recent work on the invariant factors of matrices 
with entries from the Hurwitz ring of integral quaternions. The work was 
carried out partly by the present author and partly by A. Krieg. The bringing 
*University of California, Santa Barbara. 
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of the work to a successful conclusion was greatly facilitated by the contact 
between the author and Krieg established as a consequence of the matrix 
conference organized in April 1986 by M. Fiedler and V. Ptak in Prague, 
Czechoslovakia. 
The Hurwitz ring H of integral quatemions i  a maximal order in the 
skew field of quateruions with rational-number coefficients. It has many 
striking properties involving rather tight structure, and so is a natural site in 
which to attempt o extend classical matrix theorems over commutative 
scalars to the surely deeper case of noncommutative scalars. The author's 
hope in looking at matrices over the integral quatemions was, precisely, to 
attempt o understand the role of commutativity of scalars in some of the 
classical matrix theorems. It turned out that Krieg's viewpoint was perhaps a
bit different: he was engaged in a rather wide-ranging effort to extend the 
classical, famous, and deep theory of modular forms from the classical case of 
forms over Z (the rational integers) to forms over the Hurwitz ring. Indeed, 
he has a book in the Springer-Verlag lec~re-note s ries plus papers on this 
theme. 
The classical matrix theorem over commutative scalars (namely, Z) that 
the author attempted to generalize to H was the Smith invariant-factor 
theorem. This asserts that a matrix over Z may be brought to a diagonal form 
by pre- and postmultiplication by unimodular matrices, with the diagonal 
entries in the diagonal form satisfying certain divisibility constraints and 
thereby becoming essentially unique. In the books of L. E. Dickson there is a 
discussion of this theorem for matrices over H; namely, a diagonal form is 
achieved, but Dickson gives no analysis of its uniqueness. In fact, Dickson's 
diagonal form is not unique, and additional conditions can be imposed on its 
diagonal entries beyond those found by him. A discussion of the additional 
conditions was given in the talk; they involve splitting each diagonal entry 
into a power of the prime 1 + i times a rational integer times a primitive 
primary quatemion integer. The additional conditions do force uniqueness 
(for each diagonal entry) on its power of 1+ i, on its rational-integer 
component, and on the norm of its primitive primary part, but say nothing 
otherwise about he uniqueness of the finitely many nonassociated values till 
possible for the primitive primary part. The author proved that each of the 
diagonal entries but one may have its primitive primary part freely chosen 
subject o having the correct norm. Krieg improved the author's arguments in
numerous ways, and in a very tight and elegant sequence of steps proved that 
the remaining diagonal entry could have its primitive primary part chosen 
freely also, provided the norm was the correct value (except in the rank one 
case, when this is not true). 
As a consequence of this work, the Smith-form diagonalization theorem 
for matrices over the Hurwitz ring H is now fully known. Applications of it 
to modular form theory have already been found by Krieg. 
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A natural question, at least from the author's perspective, is the relation- 
ship of the now known Smith-like invariants for a matrix over H to those of a 
submatrix. The author has found divisibility theorems possessing an interlac- 
ing quality, but the shape these take isn't quite what one would expect at first 
sight. This material was described in the lecture, including planned further 
work to determine whether the conditions now known are complete. 
An initial intention of the author was to study the relation of the 
Smith-like invariant factors of a product of matrices over H to those of the 
factors. For matrices over Z, this question is much investigated; it involves a 
lot of deep structure related to the combinatorics of the symmetric group. 
Over H, does the same combinatorics appear, and in the same way? The 
author expected to get into this phase of the work more or less instantly, but 
it turned out to require a great amount of effort by both himself and Krieg to 
settle the very first question of the existence of invariant factors for matrices 
over H. Now that this is done, it will perhaps be possible for the originally 
intended work to begin. Krieg has found the first theorem in this direction, 
namely a version over H of M. Newman's theorem that (for matrices over Z) 
the Smith form is multiplicative when the two factors in the product have 
relatively prime determinants. 
The work of A. Krieg and the present author are to appear as separate 
articles in Linear and Multilinear Algebra. 
The author's work was assisted by financial support from the National 
Science Foundation and Wright-Patterson AFB. 
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BI~ZOUT, HANKEL, AND LOEWNER MATRICES 
by MIROSLAV FIEDLER* 
This paper surveys ome basic theorems and some recent results obtained 
in this field in the Mathematics Institute, Prague. 
*Czechoslovak Academy of Science. 
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L Hankel and Bdzout Matrices. Basic Properties 
An n-by-n complex matrix A is Hankel if it has the form A = (ai+k), 
i, k = 0 . . . . .  n - 1. Notation: Jg,. 
An n-by-n complex matrix B is B6zout if there are polynomials (in one 
indeterminate) f ,  g of degree at most n such that for B = (bik), i, k = 
0 . . . . .  n - 1, we have identically 
n-1  
~" bikxiyk= 
i ,k=O 
f(x)g(y)- f(y)g(x) 
x-y  
We write then also B = B(f,  g). Notation: ~ . .  
Well known theorems and observations: 
THEOREM 1. The determinant of  an n-by-n B~zout matrix B( f , g) is zero 
i f  and only i f  the polynomials f and g have at least one root in common 
(which may also be the root oo). 
THEOREM 2 (Lander [8]). The inverse of  a nonsingular Hankel ( Bdzout )
matrix is a B~zout (Hankel) matrix. 
THEOREM 3. The class ~,~, forms a linear space of  dimension 2n - 1 in 
the space o f  all n-by-n complex symmetric matrices. 
THEOREM 4. An n-by-n matrix A = (aik), i, k = 0 . . . . .  n - 1, is Hankel i f  
and only i f  
a i_ l ,k=ai ,k_ l  for i , k= l  ..... n -1 .  
The proof of the following characterization of the class ~' .  analogous to 
that in Theorem 4 (the second part of which is implicitly known [1]) will 
appear in [5]: 
THEOItEM 5. A complex symmetric n-by-n matrix B =(bpq), p ,q  = 
0 . . . . .  n - l ,  /s Bdzout i fandonly  i f fo raU i ,  j, k, 1, O~i<]<k<l<n,  
( bi_l, j - bi . j_ i)(bk_l,  t - bk,l-1) -- (bi_x, k - b i ,k_ l ) (b j_ l .1-  bj,l-1) 
+ (b i _ , . , -  b,,t_ l)( b;_ l, k - b;,k_ 1) = O. (1) 
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I f  (1) is fulfilled and B ~ O, then E~,-qX=obpqzPtq-¢ 0 for some pair z, t, 
z ~ t, and B = B(f ,  g), where 
n- I  
f(x) = (x - z)  E b,~x'z ~, 
i , k~O 
( x - t )~n, Tlb, tx't l (2) 
g(x)  = ( z - t )~.~yql=obpqz"tq " 
In particular, i f  bo, n_ l  ¢ O [i.e., (2) applied to z=0,  t=~] ,  then B is 
B$zout i f  and only i f  for all i, k, 1 <~ i < k <~ n - 1, 
bo, n_ l( b i ,k_  l - b i_  l ,k ) + bo, i_ tbk,  n_ 1 - bo, k_ lb i ,n_  1 = O. 
Then, B = B( f , g ) for 
n-1  n -1  
f (x )  =x Z boix', g(x)=b- '  Z b, x' 0, n -1  ,n -1  " 
i •0  i f f i0  
REMARK. In (1), we have to set bpq zero ff any of the indices p or q is 
either -1  or n. 
Theorem 5 generalizes in some sense the unpublished partial result 
obtained previously by Z. Vavfin and the author: 
THEOREM 6. Let the matrices BI, B2, and B 3 in ~.  be linearly 
dependent. Then all matrices linearly dependent on Bl, B2, B 3 belong to ~. ,  
and there exist polynomials f ,  gl, ga, g3 of degree at most n such that 
B i = B(f ,  g~), i -- 1,2,3. 
IL Compatibility of Hankel and~or Bdzout Matrices with a Polynomial 
A Hankel matrix A = (a i+k)  , i, k = 0 .. . . .  n - 1, is called compatible with 
the polynomial f = f0 + f l  x + "'" + f ,x"  of degree at most n [3] if [on the 
left-hand side is an (n - 1)-by-(n + 1) matrix obtained from A] 
ao al a. /t I a, . . . .  a~ a .+, /  ~ an-2  an-  1 • . .  a2n_2]  =0.  
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Notation for the class of all matrices in ~,  compatible with f: ~( f ) .  
A B6zout n-by-n matrix B is called compatible with the polynomial f if 
B = B( f, g) for some polynomial g of degree at most n. Notation for the 
class of all matrices from ~n compatible with f: ~n(f).  
In this notation, a theorem of Datta [2] can be stated as follows: 
THEOm~M 7. Let f be a monic polynomial f = x" + fn-1 x n-1 + .. .  + fO 
of degree n. Then an n-by-n matrix A is in ~n( f )  i f  and only i f  
AC~( f )  = C( f )A ,  (3) 
where C( f )  is the companion matrix off: 
0 1 0 . . .  0 ] 
o . . . . .  o . . . .  ~ . . . .  :.... . . . .  o . .  [ 
C( f )= "0 0 0 . . .  1 1" 
- f0  -)~, -Y~ . . . .  Y.-,/ 
This result was generalized in [4], allowing f to have degree possibly less 
than n, and a matrix F(f )  was found for which the analogous intertwining 
property characterizes matrices in ~,~,( f ). 
The following notions were introdueed in a joint paper [6] with V. Pt~k ( f  
is again a polynomial of degree at most n): 
(i) the elass ~( f )  of so-eaUed intertwining matriees: 
n~()  c) ,~ Hn~=nH foran H~. ( f ) ;  
(ii) the class ~o( f )  of so-called testing matrices: 
no ~ ~o(Y) ,--, whenever Hn~ = Con, then H e ~. ( f ) .  
EXAMPLE 1. If f is monic of degree n, then by Theorem 7, the 
companion matrix C(f)  of f belongs to both ~( f )  and :~o(f). 
Tnwonv.M 8 [6]. The class 91(f) of intertwining matrices forms a 
commutative algebra with identity, of dimension . The class ~o( f ) consists 
of all nonderogatonj matrices in ~( f ) .  
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EXAMPLE 2. If f is manic of degree n, then a(f) consists of all 
polynomials in the matrix C(f). 
EXAMPLE 3. Let f be the polynomial 1. Then a(f) consists of all 
polynomials in the matrix Z=(zik), zi+,,i=l, i=l,...,n-1, Zik=O 
otherwise. a,(f) consists of all polynomials in Z with nonzero linear term. 
Analogous results were obtained jointly with V. Ptkk for B&out matrices 
compatible with fi 
THEOREM 9 [7]. ZfZ3 E S?‘,(f) and R E L%‘(f), then 
BR = RTB. 
then B E .?i?Jf). 
A simple reasoning which uses Theorem 8 and 9 proves the following 
theorem about products of alternatively Hankel and Bezout matrices, all 
compatible with the same polynomial fi 
THEOREM 10 [7]. If Hi, Bj are matrices in Zn(f), .9,,(f) respectively, 
then 
(i) H,B,H,B, *. . Hi E Xm(f); 
(ii) B1H1B2H2 * + . Bj E S?!,(f); 
(iii) H,B,H, . . . B, E 9(f); 
(iv) B,H,B2. . * H, E ST(f), the transpose class to 9?(f). 
ZZZ. Loewner Matrices 
Let (Y1v...,Y"). (z,,..., z,_,) be ordered n-tuples of complex numbers, all 
yi and z j distinct and fixed. We denote by L?(y, x) the class of all n-by-n 
matrices of the form 
i,j=l ,...,n, 
where cr ,..., c,, d, ,..., d, are some complex numbers; such matrices will be 
called Loewner matrices [3]. 
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Like oW., the class .Z(t/, z)  forms a linear space of dimension 2n - 1. To 
formulate the theorem which links these two classes to each other, we need 
some notation. 
For t = (t x, t~ ....  , t.), W( t )  will denote the matrix the kth row of which 
consists of the coefficients of the polynomial (of degree n -1)  l-li%l,i~k 
(x - ti) in ascending order. Thus for n = 2, 
- t~ 1) 
W(t )= t 1 1 " 
THEOREM 11 [3]. Let A = (ai+k), i, k = 0 . . . . .  n - 1, be a Hankel ma- 
trix. Then 
L = W(y)AWr(z  ) (4) 
is a Loewner matrix in L~'( y, z ), the parameters c I . . . . .  c., d x . . . . .  d .  o f  which 
are determined (up to an additive constant ~ ) by 
(c~ . . . . .  c. ,  d I . . . . .  d . ) r=w(y ,  z ) (ao ,a  t . . . . .  aa._2,  ~) T, (5) 
where W(y ,  z )  is the 2n-b~t-2n matrix corresponding in the mentioned sense 
to the 2n-tuple (Yl . . . . .  y. ,  z 1 . . . . .  z.) .  
Conversely, i f  L ~ .~(y,  z), then the (unique) matrix A from (4) is 
Hankel and its parameters are obtained from (5). 
A Loewner matrix L with rank r will be called proper if all r-by-r 
submatrices of L are nonsingular. 
The importance of proper Loewner matrices for rational interpolation was 
recognized already by Loewner [9]: 
THEOREM 12. For every proper n-by-n Loewner matrix L=( (c  i - 
d j ) / ( y i - z i ) ) with rank r there exists a rational function q( x ) / f (  x ), f (  x ) 
and q( x ) being relatively prime polynomials o f  degrees atisfying max(deg f ,  
deg q) -= r, such that 
q(Y') dj = q(zi) c ,=f (y , ) ,  f ( z j ) ,  i , j= l  ..... . .  (6) 
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An analogous theory holds for "symmetric" Loewner matrices, i.e. matrices 
of the form 
c i - -  C j  
L =( l i i  ), lii ff i ~ j ,  lii arbitrary. 
Yi - -  YI 
The second condition in (6) has then to be replaced by 
lii = (q / f ) ' (Y i ) ,  i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Using the notation Lq/ f  for the proper matrix from Theorem 12, Z. Vavfin 
[10] proved that for every nonsingular matrix Lq/ f  ~ .~(y, z) there exists a 
Loewner matrix L , / f  ~ .£P(y, z) and nonsingular diagonal matrices D l, D 2 
such that 
L~/ I r  = r OIL,leOn. (7) 
The polynomials q, r, and f satisfy 
q(x) r (x )  = 1- I (x  - y,)Fl(x - z j )+  f (x )w(x)  
i i 
for some polynomial w(x)  of degree at most n. 
Recently, he generalized this result to a chain of classes of Loewner 
matrices .,.c~a(y(o), y(l), .~(yO), y(2)),..., Z~,(y(k-l), y(k)): 
TrI~.OP, EM 13 [11]. Let f (  x ), ql( x ) . . . . .  qk( x ) be polynomials of  degrees 
at most n, and f relatively prime with all polynomials at( x ) = Fli( x - y}i)), 
j = 0 . . . . .  k. Denote by D i the diagonal matrix 
D~ = diag( nk.,(y,j--~_-- y~j~) )' ]=1 .. . . .  k. 
Then, for Lq j¢ .~ .~(y(1-1), yO)), j = 1 ... . .  k, 
Lq~/fDiLq~/£Dg. • . Lq j fD  k = Lq/£Dk, 
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where L q / f ~ .£a(y~0), y(k)) and q( x ) is determined by 
q (x )a l (x )ag(x ) . . ,  ak_l(x ) = qlq2"'" qk + f (x )W(x) ,  
where W(x ) is some polynomial of degree at most (k - 1)n. 
Since for a = l - I~(x  - y~o) )  and y~k) = y~0), 
La/fD k = I, 
he obtained the following corollary, of which (7) is a special case (k = 2): 
COROLL,mY [11]. Let the polynomial f of degree at most n be relatively 
prime to A( x ) = l-li_01-l~=t(xk-I n _ y(i . i f  the polynomials qx ..... qk of degrees 
at most  n sat is fy  
qlq2"'" qk = a (x )  + f (x )W(x)  
for some polynomial W( x ) of degree at most ( k - 1)n, then 
Lq~/fD1Lq~/£D 2 •• • Lqk/fD k = I. 
This paper was completed while the author was visiting the Department 
of  Mathematics of the University of South Carolina, Columbia. The author 
wishes to express his gratitude to this department for its hospitality. 
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RANKS OF BINARY MATRICES WITH CONSTANT LINE SUMS 
by NORMAN J. PULLMAN,* 
The Boolean algebra of two elements (0,1} has the same arithmetic as a 
fidd, except that 1 + 1 = 1. Define the matrix operations of addition and 
multiplication for matrices whose entries are in that Boolean algebra (Boolean 
matrices) as for ordinary matrices. 
Let A be an m × n Boolean matrix. Its Boolean rank b(A) is the least 
number of columns among all Boolean matrices D for which A = DQ for 
some Boolean matrix Q. Put b(O) = O. 
Boolean rank enjoys many of the properties of ordinary rank. For in- 
stance, b( A ) = b(Ar), b( A ) <~ min( m, n ), b( AB ) <~ min(b(A), b( B ) ), and 
b(S) <~ b(A) for each submatrix S of A. But the actual computation of b(A) 
can be rather difficult. In [11], J. Orlin proved that it is an NP-complete 
problem. Even simple-appearing matrices can present a serious problem to 
the would-be Boolean rank calculator. Let i n be the n × n circulant matrix 
whose first row is [0,1,1 .. . . .  1]. In [7] D. de Caen, D. A. Gregory and I 
showed that 
b ( i , )=o(n)  Iorall n>l ,  (1) 
where 
o(n)=min(k:n<~( k 
*Queen's University, Canada. 
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In the same paper we considered /9,, the n × n circulant matrix whose first 
row is [0,0,1,1 . . . . .  1]. We were able to compute b(Dn) for only a few small 
values of n. In [1], C. Barefoot et al. developed some inequalities and 
computer methods for the estimation and determination of b(Dn). They 
determined b(D~) exactly for n ~< 33. They also showed that 
b(Dn)-l~<b(D~+l)<~b(D~)+2 for all n>~3, (2) 
and 
o( n ) ~ b( D,) <~ 21og2(n +2) (3) 
for all sufficiently large values of n. Since limn_~oo[o(n)/log2n ] =1, it 
follows that b(D,)/log~ n is bounded between 1 and 2 asymptotically. In a 
personal communication, they conjecture that the sequence {b(Dn) } is 
monotone nondecreasing. That conjecture and the determination of b(Dn) 
are still open questions, as far as I know at this writing. 
Here is another way of defining the rank of a binary matrix (that is, a 
zero-one matrix). This time we'll think of 0 and 1 as nonnegative integers and 
define the nonnegative integer rank, z+(M) of any nonzero m × n matrix 
with all entries in X +, the nonnegative integers, as the least number of 
columns among all matrices F over Z + such that M = FG for some matrix G 
over Z +. Put z+(O) = 0. Nonnegative integer ank enjoys many properties of 
the rank function over fields. For example z+(M)=z+(Mr), z+(M)<~ 
min(m, n), z+(N)<~ z+(M) for every submatrix M of N, and z+(MP)<<. 
min(z+(M), z+(P)). The actual computation of z+(M) can be quite dif- 
ficult. In [11], J. Orlin showed that it is an NP-complete problem. 
In [9], D. A. Gregory and I compare and discuss these "semiring" ranks 
and their properties. See also D. A. Gregory et al. [8]. For other papers 
involving these ranks, see [2], [3], [4], [5] and the references therein. Kim has 
written an encyclopedic work on Boolean rank [10]. 
There is a useful graph-theoretic interpretation of these two ranks. When 
A is an m × n binary matrix, b(A) [z÷(A)] is the least number of complete 
bipartite subgraphs needed to cover [partition] the edge set of the bipartite 
graph G on m + n vertices whose adjacency matrix is A. (See [8], [11], or 
[12] for details; [8] and [1] describe a directed-graph interpretation.) 
Graph-theoretic considerations led D. A. Gregory, K. Jones, j. R. 
Lundgren, and me to investigate b(n, k) and z+(n, k), the minimum values 
of b(A) and z+(A) over all binary matrices A with precisely k ones in each 
row and column. Such matrices represent the k-regular bipartite graphs on 
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2n vertices. In [8] we showed that 
for all n, k. (4) 
We also determined the exact values of b(n, k) and z+(n, k), 
(a) for all n when k ~ 4, and 
(b) for all n - 0 (rood k), for all k. 
For example [8, Theorem 2], b(n,3) = In/31+ s(n), where s(n) = 0 ff n =- 0 
(mod 3) and s(n) = 3 otherwise. We also found that 
b(n,k)=z+(n,k)  (5) 
for all sufficiently large n whenever we were able to determine the exact 
value of b( n, k ). 
R. A. Brualdi, R. Manber, and J. A. Ross [6] investigated the minimum 
value r(n, k) of the real rank r(A) of all n × n binary matrices A with 
constant line sum k. They found that 
[ k ] <~ r(n ,k)~¢(n,k)  for all n, k, (6) 
where ¢(n, k) is a recursively defined parameter. It happens that (4) implies 
that r(n, k)< [n/kl+k. Bruaidi et al. also determined the exact values of 
r(n, k) for 
(a) all n when k ~< 3, and 
(b) all n - 0 (mod k) for all k, and 
(c) for all n =- k/2 (mod k) for all even k. 
For example, [6, Theorem 3.8)] r(n,3) = ln/31+ s(n), where s(n) = 0 or 3 
according as n =- 0 (mod 3) or not. 
Comparing the two sets of results, we find that 
~(n, k) = z+(n, k) -- r(n, k) 
for 
(a) all n > 4 when k < 3, 
(b)  all even  n > 4 when k = 4, and 
(c) all n - 0 (rood k)  for all k. 
(7) 
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Except for a few values of n close to k, whenever all three of b(n, k), 
z+(n, k), and r(n, k) were computed exactly, they were all equal. That is 
quite surprising. Although b(A)<~ z+(A) and r(A)<~ z+(A) for all binary A, 
there is no such direct relation between r(A) and b(A). For example, 
b( is )  = 4 and r( is)  = 5, while b(D4) = 4 and r(D4) = 3. 
The methods used in [8] for determining b(n, k) and z+(n, k) relied 
heavily on graph theory. The methods used by Brualdi et al. in [6] for 
determining r(n, k) were matrix-theoretic, without apparent graph-theoretic 
interpretation. In particular, they used the following two properties of real 
rank that are not enjoyed by Boolean rank, as we shall see. 
PROPV.RTY 1. If the row sums of an m × n binary matrix A are constant 
k, 0 < k < n, and A( the  complement of A) is obtained from A by replacing 
each 0 by 1 and each 1 by 0, then r(A) = ~(X). 
PaOPEaTY 2. If r(A) = t and A is an m × n real matrix, then A has a 
t × n submatrix of rank t. 
Note that (1) implies that b ( i , )<  b(In) for all n > 4, so Prop_erty 1 
doesn't hold for Boolean rank. It was shown in [7] that although b(IT) = 5, 
none of the 5 × 5 submatrices of i 7 have Boolean rank 5. It follows that 
Boolean rank doesn't enjoy Property 2 either. 
Does nonnegative integer rank have either of the two properties? Let J 
be the m × n matrix of ones. Then define X = J -  A for all real matrices A. 
This extends the previous definition to all real matrices. It can be shown that 
A and A have the same column space and hence the same real rank when A 
has constant row sum k and 0 < k < n. Is it true that z+(A) = z+(,4 -) when 
0<k<n and A is  
(a) an m × n matrix over Z + with constant row sum k? 
(b) an m × n binary matrix over Z ÷ with constant row sum k? 
(c) an n × n matrix over Z + with constant line sum k? 
(d) an n x n binary matrix over Z + with constant line stun k? 
Counterexamples would be interesting. 
Suppose A is an m × n matrix over Z +, m ~< n, and z+(A) = t. Must A 
contain a t x n submatrix S with z+(S) = t? The answer is yes if t = 1, 2, or 
n. Perhaps the answer is no for some 3 ~< t < n. An example would be quite 
interesting. What if A is further assumed to be a nonzero binary matrix, or if 
A has constant nonzero row sum or constant nonzero column sum? What if 
A is an n X n binary matrix with constant line sum k > 0? In the latter case 
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we can assume 2 < k < n - 1. In particular, is there an n × n binary matrix 
A with constant line sum 3, n >/5, and z+(A) = t, but such that every t × n 
submatrix of A has nonnegative integer ank less than t? 
Is there a method applicable to all three ranks, by which the values of the 
minima can be analyzed, which can explain the coincidence of the minima as 
noted in (7) above? 
Finally, is it true that for every k 
b(n ,k )=r (n ,k )=z+(n ,k )  (8) 
for every sufficiently large n? 
This work was supported in part by the Natural Sciences and Engineering 
Council of  Canada under grant A4041. 
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SINGULAR VALUES OF A HADAMARD PRODUCT: 
A MASTER INEQUALITY 
by CHARLES R. JOHNSON* 
For m-by-n matrices A = (aq) and B = (bij), the Hadamard product is 
defined and denoted by 
A o B= (aijb, j ). 
Our purpose is to describe a general class of inequalities, for the singular 
values of A o B, that implies several classical and several recent inequalities. 
Details and additional results may be found in [1]. 
Let ox(C ) >/%(C) >t • • • denote the singular values of a matrix C [so that 
ol(- ) is the spectral norm]; also let the correspondingly ordered lists of row 
lengths and column lengths of C be given by 
r~(C)>lr2(C ) >. . .  and c~(C)>c2(C)>1 " "  
respectively. In [7] it was shown that 
el(AO B) ~< ol(A)oI(B). 
In [6], it was noted that this may be strengthened to 
or 
(1) 
(2a) 
*Clemson University. Now at the College of William and Mary, Virginia. 
ol(A o B) <. ol(A)cl(B). (2b) 
Actually (I) may be sharpened further to 
ol(Ao B) <~ rl(A )cl(a). (3) 
Another classical family of inequalities is the majorization relation be- 
tween the eigenvalues and diagonal entries of a Hermitian matrix. Let 
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a x >~ • • • >~ a n and fix >/ "" " >/ft, be two ordered lists of real numbers, and 
suppose that 
k k 
Eat, 
i f f i l  i f f i l  
k= 1, . . . ,n.  
In this event, the numbers fl are said to weakly majorize the numbers a, 
and, if the inequality for k = n is an equality, the fl's are said to major/ze the 
a's, written a -< ft. It has long been known [3] that if A = (a~i) is a Hermitian 
matrix, then its eigenvalues majorize its diagonal entries. II o(. ) denotes the 
spectrum of a square matrix, this may be written as 
o(ao i) < ,,(a). (4) 
In [2], this has been strengthened to 
a(Ao B) -<o(A)  (5) 
for any correlation matrix (positive semidefinite with l's on the diagonal) B. 
Another recent result which generalizes Schur's observation that the 
spectral norm is Hadamard submultiplicative may be found in [4], in which 
the unitarily invariant, Hadamard submultiplicative g neralized matrix norms 
are characterized. It is shown that 
k k 
E o,(Ao B) ~< E o,(A)oi(B), k = 1 ... . .  m, (6) 
i=1  i~ l  
for A, B general m-by-n complex matrices. This weak majorization i equality 
was independently proven in [5]. 
In spite of the similarity in form between (5) and (6), neither immediately 
implies the other. Interest in unifying these inequalities by finding an 
inequality that implies each motivated [1]. The observation of [8] suggested 
the unhtying family to this author. For a complex matrix A, let px(A)>1 
p2(A) >1 . . .  be the (reordered) diagonal entries of (AA*) 1/2, and let ql(A) 
>1 q2(A) >1 . . .  denote the (reordered) diagonal entries of (A 'A)  1/2. In [8] it 
was noted that 
ax( A o B) <~ pl( A ) l/2ql( A ) l/~ol( B ), (7) 
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which also strengthens Schur's observation (1). Initially, the authors of [1] 
observed that (7) may be strengthened to 
k k 
E o,(AoB)<~ E [P,(A)q,(A)]I/~o,(B), k=l ,2  .... , (8) 
i~ l  i~ l  
another weak majorizarion inequality. Actually, (8) is a special case of a 
parametrized family of similar form. Another family, observed earlier by C. 
Johnson and R. Horn, is 
k k 
Y'~ o,(AoB)~< E [ri(A)q(A)]X/eo,(B), k=l ,2  ..... (9) 
i= l  i=1  
Except as noted, the inequalities (1)-(9) are typically not comparable. 
The master inequality in the title, which implies all known inequalities of the 
form 
k k 
E oi(A° B) <~ E fi(A)a,(B), 
i=1  i=1 
in particular (1), (2), and (4)-(9), may be described as follows. Let A, B be 
n-by-n complex matrices, and let A = X*Y be any factorization of A, with 
X, Y r-by-n. Then 
k k 
E o,(Ao B) ~ ~_, c,(X)c,(Y)o,(B), k = 1 ..... n. (10) 
i= l  i=1  
The choices of X, Y which give the indicated special cases, a proof of the 
master inequality (10), a catalog of examples and counterexamples, and 
several related facts are given in [1]. 
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LYAPUNOV DIAGONAL STABILITY AND SEMISTABILITY 
by ABRAHAM BERMAN* 
(The content of this talk will appear within a survey article to be 
published in Linear Algebra and its Applications. This survey is jointly 
written with Daniel Hershkowitz and will be entitled "A  survey of stability.") 
THE MULT INOMIAL  DISTRIBUTION AND PERMANENTS 
by R. B. BAPAT 
L Introduction 
Let n, r be positive integers, and let 
~rn.r = {k = (k l  . . . . .  kr ): k, nonnegative integers, ~k,=n}.  
i=1  
If A is an n X r matrix and if k ~ ~e',r, we will denote by A(k) the n x n 
matrix obtained by taking k s copies of the ith column of A, i = 1,2 . . . . .  r. If 
k ~ J¢~,, r, we define kl = kl! .- • k,l. The superscript  will always denote the 
transpose. 
*ITT--Technion, Israel. 
f Indian Statistical Institute. 
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The following identity is well known and is related to the MacMahon 
master theorem. See, for example, [2] and [3, p. 281]. 
THEOREM 1. I f  P is an n × r matrix, then 
f i  p,/xj = Y'~ xk ' ' ' 'X"  perP(k ) .  (1) 
i= l  j= l  k ~ ~,r,.r k! 
If P is stochastic, the left-hand side of (1) is the probability generating 
function of a certain distribution. The model which gives rise to the distribu- 
tion may be described as follows. Consider an experiment which can result in 
any one of r possible outcomes, and suppose n trials of the experiment are 
performed. Let .p~ be the probability that the experiment results in the j th 
outcome at the i~  trial, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, j = 1, 2 . . . . .  r. l e t  P denote the n × r 
matrix ((p~/)), which, of course, is (row) stochastic. Let X i denote the 
number  of times the ith outcome is obtained in the n trials, i = 1,2 . . . . .  r, 
and let X = (X 1 . . . . .  Xr). In this setup X is said to have the (multiparameter) 
multinomial distribution. If k ~ JFn. r, then the probability that X equals k, 
k, in (1). denoted by Pr(X = k), is given by the coefficient of x k . . . .  x r 
The relationship expressed in (1) enables us to use certain deep results 
from the theory of permanents to get new inequalities concerning the 
multinomial distribution. For example, the Alexandroff inequality for perma- 
nents leads to certain inequalities, one example of which is given at the end 
of this section. A conjecture due to Karlin and Rinott can be proved using the 
same approach, and this is outlined in Section 2. In the process we also get 
some results concerning the permanent, which are given in Section 3. In 
Section 4 we give an expansion similar to (1) and state two open problems. 
The following is a simple consequence of the Alexandroff inequality [6, 7] 
and Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let there be n coins, m of  which have the same probability 
of  heads (Pl) ,  while all the remaining coins have the probability of  heads 
equal to p~. Fix x, 0 <~ x <<, n, and let f(  m ) denote the probability of getting x 
heads when the n coins are tossed. Then the sequence f(O), f(1) . . . . .  f(  n ) is 
log-concave, i.e., f (m)  2 >1 f (m - 1)f (m + 1), m = 1,2 . . . . .  n - 1. 
II. Conditionally Positive Definite Matrices 
A real symmetric n × n matrix A is said to be conditionally positive 
definite (c.p.d.) if xtAx >1 0 for any x satisfying Ex i = 0. 
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If k ~ ~._  a, r, define k ij = k + e i + e/, 1 ~< i, ] ~< r, where e~ is the ith 
row of the identity matrix. We abbreviate positive semidefinite as p.s.d. 
A function ¢: Jg'.,, ~ R will be said to be c.p.d. (p.s.d.) on .Ze" if for 
any k ~ .x¢._2, r, the matrix ((¢(k~j))) is c.p.d, (p.s.d.). 
THEOP,~ 3. Let A be a symmetric, positive n × n matrix with exactly 
one positive eigenvalue. Then 
(i) (( - l ogaq) ) / s  c.p.d.; 
(if) ( (a~) ) / s  p.s.d, for any a > O. 
TI-iEOmern 4. Let X = (X1,..., X,)  have the multiparameter multinomial 
distribution with the n × r parameter matrix P. Then for any k ~ :~n- 2, r, 
(i) ((Pr(X = k~j))) has exactly one positive eigenvalue; 
(if) (( - logPr(X = k~/))) is c.p.d. 
Theorem 3 is proved in [1] using the same techniques as in Micchelli [5]. 
Part (if) of the theorem follows from part (i), since it is known that a real 
symmetric matrix B is c.p.d, if and only ff ((e~b'J)) is p.s.d, for all a> 0. 
Part (i) of Theorem 4 is based on a result from permanents [7, Theorem 2.8]. 
Part (if) was conjectured by Karlin and Rinott [4, Conjecture 2.1], and it 
follows from (i) using Theorem 3. 
III. Multivariate Ma jorization 
Let ~,  denote the class of all n × n doubly stochastic matrices which can 
be written as a finite product of matrices of the form tI +(1-  t)Q, where 
0 ~< t ~< 1 and Q is an n × n permutation matrix that corresponds to a single 
transposition. 
If A, B are n × r matrices, A is said to be ma|orized by B (A -~ B) if 
A = DB for some D ~ ~n. A real-valued hmction ip defined on a set ,At' of 
n × r matrices is said to be Schur-¢oncave on ,/ /  ff A, B ~ Jr', A -< B 
~(A) >/~(B). 
The following result can be proved by imitating the technique used by 
Karlin and Rinott to prove Theorem 2.1 in [4]. 
THEOaEM 5. Let ep : Xe'~. r --* R, and for any n × r matrix A let 
~(A)= • k! pera(k ) .  (2) 
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Then, q~ is Schur-concave on the set o f  nonnegative (stochastic) matrices i f  ep 
is p.s.d. (c,p.d.) on )Fn, ~. 
As a consequence of Theorem 5, for any real-valued function q~ on ~r'n, n 
which is c.p.d., the function (2) achieves its maximum on the set of n × n 
stochastic matrices at In, the n × n matrix with all entries equal to 1/n.  
IV. The Multiparameter Negative Multinomial Distribution 
The following identity may be proved along similar lines to (1). 
THEOREM 6. For any m X r matrix P, 
kr m 1 oo X~t . .. Xr 
1-E =lp, x  E E k! E per[e(k)]'(t). (3) 
'= n=l k ~ 9(,., 1 ~ .x~,. m 
If P is positive, the left-hand side of (3) is proportional to the probability 
generating function of the multiparameter negative-multinomial distribution. 
For a description of the model which gives rise to this distribution, see [4, 
Section 3]. 
k in the expansion (3). If k ~ ~Fn. r, let ~(k) be the coefficient of x~' . . .  xr r 
Assume P to be positive. 
CONJECTURE 7. Fix k ~ )Un_~. ,, and let kil = k + e~ + e i for all i, j. 
Then the matrix ((~(kii))) has exactly one positive eigenvalue. 
If Conjecture 7 is proved, it will imply the validity of yet another 
conjecture of Karlin and Rinott [4, Conjecture 3.2] in view of Theorem 3: 
CONJECTURE 8. The matrix ( ( -  log~(ki/)) is c.p,d. 
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3. CONTRIBUTED TALKS 
There were seventeen contributed talks presented by fifteen participants. 
Below are the summaries of those talks of the authors who sent a summary, 
and the titles of the talks for which no summary was received. 
THE SYMMETRIC EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 
VIA AN ISOSPECTRAL GRADIENT FLOW* 
by WAYNE W. BARRE'I'F ~ AND KENNETH DRIESSEL* 
Let A be a symmetric n×n matrix and let IsoA:= (QrAQ: QrQ=I )  
denote the isospectral manifold of A. We consider a flow B(t) on IsoA such 
that 
B(O) = A and B( t ) --, D as t --* ov, 
where D is a diagonal matrix. Let 
O(n)  := {p~Rn×n:prp=I}  
denote the orthogonal group. Equivalently, we consider a flow Q(t) on O(n) 
such that 
Q(0) = I 
Throughout we set 
and Q( t ) rAQ( t )~D as t~ov .  
B(t) := Q(t)rAQ(t).  
*Two talks were based on this summary. 
f Brigham Young University. 
* Clemson University. 
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Isospectral flows have been studied by Lax, Flaschka, Moser, Symes, 
Deift, Nanda, Tomei, Watldns, and others. See Watkins [1] for a survey and 
references. The idea for the flow described here was developed by Driessel in 
[2] and [3]. 
Before deriving the gradient flow we recall the definition and a few basic 
properties of the Fr6chet derivative. 
DEFINITION. Let U, V be finite-dimensional normed linear spaces, and 
let 
f :U~V 
be a function from U into V. Then f is Fr6chet differentiable at /9 ~ U if 
there exists a linear map 
Lp: U~V 
such that 
II (p + x ) -  Zp(x) 11 
lim = 0. 
x-~0 Ilxll 
This linear map is uniquely determined by f and/9. We denote it by D.f .p.  
We use D.f.p.x (read "the derivative of f at p in the direction x") to 
denote the value of this linear map at x. 
REMAaXS. If f is linear, D.f.  p = f. If f is a constant map, D.f./9 = 0. 
When V = R is the space of real numbers, D.f.  p is a linear functional and 
D. f.  p = 0 if p is a local maximum (minimum) of f. [] 
CHAIN RULE. Let U, V, W be finite-dimensional rugrmed linear spaces, 
and let 
g:U~V,  
f:V--,W. 
I f  g is Frdchet differentiable at p and f at g(p), then fog  is Frdchet 
differentiable at p and 
D.( f o g ).p.x = D. f .g(p ).( D.g.p.x ). 
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We now derive a matrix differential equation which has the following 
properties: (1) The integral curves remain in the isospectral manifold de- 
termined by the initial matrix; (2) for almost all initial matrices, the solution 
flows to a diagonal matrix. One expects to obtain a Lax equation 
B'= [B,K]. 
However, instead of making an ad hoc choice for K, we obtain K by 
choosing a natural gradient direction tangent to the isospectal manifold. 
Given Q ~ O(n), we find Tan.O(n).Q, the tangent space to Step 1. 
O(n) at p. 
Let 
Define 
by 
Sym:=(S~Rn×n:Sr=S},  
Skew-Sym := (K ~ an×n: K r= - K }. 
Ortho: R n×n ~ Sym 
Ortho(X) .'= - I .  
Then O(n) = Ortho-l({O)) and 
Tan.O(n).p = KerneI(D.O ho.p). 
Considering the difference quotient (Q+ X)T(Q+ X) -QrQ and noting 
that XTX = O(llXll), we find 
D.Ortho.p.x = QTX + xrp.  
We then have the following equivalent conditions: 
X ~ Kemel(D.Ortho.Q), 
QTX + XTQ=O, 
QrX= - (prx ) r ,  
QrX ~ Skew-Sym, 
X ~ p • Skew-Sym := ( QK: K r = _ K }. 
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Thus 
Tan.O(n).Q = Q * Skew-Sym. 
Step 2. We choose a gradient flow which minimizes off-diag(QrAQ), the 
sum of the squares of the off-diagonal elements of QrAQ. Equivalently, we 
maximize diag(QrAQ), the sum of the squares of the diagonal elements of 
QrAQ. The reason that these are equivalent is that 
off'diag( QrAQ ) + diag( QrAQ ) = IIQTAQIIF = IIAIIr, a constant, 
where F indicates the Frobenius norm. Recall that the Frobenius inner 
product is given by 
(X,Y):=TraceXY r= ~. xqgq. 
i , j=l  
Now define the objective function obj : R "×" ---} R by 
obj( X ) :-- diag( X tAX ) = (Diag( X tAX ),Diag( X tAX ) ), 
where DiagY := I)iagonal(gli, go9. . ... Ynn)" By repeated application of the 
chain rule, the Fr~chet derivative is 
D.obj.Q.X = ( 2AQ Diag(QrAQ), X). 
Then the "spatial" gradient 
V .obj.Q .'= 2AQ Diag(QTAQ) 
gives the direction of greatest increase at Q for the objective function. 
Step 3. We project v.obj.Q onto Tan.O(n).Q to give a direction for the 
flow which lies along the isospectral manifold. One can easily check that the 
orthogonal complement of Tan.O(n).Q (= Q*Skew-Sym) with respect o 
the Frobenius inner product is Q * Sym. So we may project onto Tan.O(n).Q 
in three steps: 
1. Multiply by Qr. 
2. Project on Skew-Sym. 
3. Multiply by Q. 
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We obtain 
1. QT (v.obj. Q) = 2QTAQ Diag(prAp) = 2B(Diag B). 
2B Diag B - (2B Diag B) T 
2. = [B, Diag B]. 
2 
3. p[B, DiagB]. 
Where IX, Y] .'= XY - YX. This defines a gradient vector field on O(n). The 
differential equation for Q is 
p'--- p [B,Diag B], 
p(o)  = I .  
Since the matrix [B, Diag B] is skew-symmetric for all t, Q is othogonal for 
al l t .  
To obtain the equation for B, set K := [B, Diag B]. Then Q' = QK and 
B'= ( QrAQ )'= Q'rAQ + prAp'= ( QK ) r AQ + QrA( QK ) 
= KrQrAQ + QrAQK = BK - KB = [B, K]. 
Thus, we have the following initial-value problem for B: 
B'= 
B(0) = 3 .  
EXAMPLE. If we let n = 2, and set 
B:= , A:= b c '  
then the differential equation is 
x'- -  2y~(x - z ) ,  
y '= -y (x -z )  ~, 
z '=  - 2y2(  x - z ). 
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An explicit solution of this system is: 
x t, I 1( ) 
z(t)  =2 a +c+ [(a_c)Z+4b~exp(_ 2k2t)],/2 , 
bk 
y(t) = [4bZ +(a_c)Zexp(2k2t)]l /2, 
where k2:=(a -c )2+4b ~,which we assume is greater than 0. Then if 
a ~ c, y(t)  ~ 0 as t ~ oo. Furthermore, letting 
X_+.'=:(:+c+_k) 
denote the eigenvalues of A, one can check that if a > c 
while if a < c 
x( t )~k+ and z ( t )~k_  as t~oo,  
x( t )~k_  and z ( t )~k+ as t~oo.  
A matrix Q ~ O(n) will be a stable equilibrium point of the gradient flow 
described above if B := QrAQ is a relative minimum of the oIt-diag function. 
(Note that B is an equih'brium point if and only if [B, DiagB] =0.)  The 
following theorem shows that these relative minima occur only when B is a 
diagonal matrix. 
THEOREM (Classification ot the critical points of the objective function). 
Let A be an n × n real symmetric matrix with distinct eigenvalues. Let Q be 
an orthogonal matrix that is a critical point on O(n) of the "objective" 
function Q ~ off-diag(prAp ), and let B := prAp. 
(i) I f  B is a diagonal matrix, then Q is an isolated global minimum of the 
objective function on O( n ). 
(ii) I f  Diag B is a scalar matrix, then Q is a global maximum of the 
objective function on O( n ). 
(iii) I f  B is not a diagonal matrix and Diag B is not a scalar matrix, then 
every neighborhood of Q contains orthogonal matrices R and S such that 
off-diag( RrAR ) < off-diag( QrAQ ) < off-diag(STAS). 
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Recall that B is a "scalar" matrix ff there is a real number b such that 
B = bI. In case (iii), we say that Q is a "strict saddle point" of the objective 
function. 
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EIGENVALUES AND SIGNED DIGRAPHS 
by PAULINE VAN DEN DRIESSCHE* 
When A =[a i i  ] is a real matrix of order n, let Q(A) denote the set of all 
matrices with the same sign pattern as A. The aim is to characterize Q(A) 
which either require or allow a particular eigenvalue property. This is done 
by using graphs on the node set ( 1 ..... n }. The digraph D(A) has edge set 
{(j, i): aii ~ 0}, the signed digraph SD(A) has the same edge set as D(A) 
with edge (j, i) signed as sgnaij, and the (undirected) graph G(A) has edge 
set ({ i , j} : i~ j ,  a i i~O~ai i  }. Note that, for a given matrix A, each 
matrix in Q(A) has SD(A) as its signed digraph. 
If each eigenvalue of A has nonpositive (negative) real part, then A is 
semistable (stable). If A is semistable and each eigenvalue with zero real 
part is a simple root of the minimum polynomial of A, then A is quasistable. 
A is sign-semistable (sign-quasistable, sign-stable) ff each member of Q(A) 
is semistable (quasistable, stable). These matrix properties are also important 
in the stability analysis of dynamical systems associated with ~ = Ax. 
Sign-semistable matrices were originally characterized in 1965 by Quirk 
and Ruppert [3]. 
THEOREM 1 [3]. A is sign-semistable i f f it satisfies the following three 
cycle conditions: 
(a) each 1-cycle in SD(A) is negative; 
(fl) each 2-cycle in SD(A)/s negative; 
(T) D( A ) has no p-cycle for p >t 3. 
*University of Victoria, Canada. 
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JefIries et al. in 1977 established in detail, and in 1987 [1] reformulated, 
the characterization f sign-stability in terms of the three cycle conditions 
and two coloring conditions on G(A). In the presence of (y), G(A) is a 
forest, and node i is called distinguished if a ,  ~ O. For G(A) a forest with a 
set of distinguished nodes, a ~-coloring (e-coloring) is a scheme for coloring 
all nodes black or white, such that each distinguished node is black, no black 
has exactly one white neighbor, and each (no) white has a white neighbor. 
The &r/m (e-r/m) is the set of all nodes that are white in at least one 
6-coloring (e-coloring). A nonempty &rim (c-rim) implies the existence of a 
(nonzero) purely imaginary (zero) eigenvalue for some (all) A ~ Q(A); and 
this leads to the following result. 
THv.OaEM 2 [1]. A is sign-stable i f f  it is sign-semistable and both the 
&rim and the e-rim of G( A ) are empty. 
When A is irreducible, sign-quasistability is equivalent to sign-semistabil- 
ity; but in the general case, sign-quasistability depends in a complex way on 
paths between rim nodes of D(A). 
THEOREM 3 [1]. Assume A is sign-semistable. Then A is sign-quasistable 
i f  there is no path in D( A ) from a node j to a node i such that i and i are in 
different components of D( A ) and are both in the 6-rim or both in the c-rim. 
This gives a sufficient condition for sign-quasistability; a complete char- 
acterization of Q(A) requiring quasistability is more intricate and involves 
the ideas of 8- and c-driving using the linear theory of differential equations. 
The characterization f &drivers, identification of c-drivers, and algorithmic 
recognition of sign-quasistability is given in [1]. When a matrix A of order n 
is presented by means of adjacency lists and sign lists for SD(A), it can be 
tested for sign-semistability, sign-quasistability, and sign-stability in time 
O(n + number of nonzero entries in A). 
In the above problems, eigenvalues on the imaginary axis play a crucial 
role. So it is of interest o characterize Q(A) which allow a zero or a 
(nonzero) purely imaginary eigenvalue. In all that follows, A is assumed to be 
an irreducible matrix with a tree graph. With G(A) a tree, SD(A) is called 
h-consistent if there exist nonzero constants (h 1 ..... h,} such that h~aq 
= -  - -  hja # for all i ~ j, hia . >1 0 for all i, and hia . > 0 for some i. For 
example, if A is a sign-stable matrix, then SD(A) is h-consistent (with all 
h~ < 0). This is used to introduce two new coloring conditions which gener- 
alize 6- and e-colorings above. For G(A) a tree, an Im-co/or/ng (0-coloring) 
is a scheme for coloring all nodes of SD(A) black or white, such that: 
(1) no black has exactly one white neighbor; 
(2) each maximal white block as a subgraph is not h-consistent and 
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contains at least one negative 2-cycle (and is either a single undistinguished 
node or a digraph on at least two nodes with each end node distinguished). 
These conditions lead to the following result. 
THEOREM 4 [2]. Suppose that A is an irreducible matrix of  order >~ 2, 
and G(A)  is a tree. Then there exists a sinusoidal (constant) trajectory 
satisfijing ~ = Ax, x ~ O, for some A ~ Q( A ) i f f  SD(A) admits an Im-color- 
ing ( a O-coloring) with at least one white node. 
Multiple eigenvalues on the imaginary axis can be considered qualitatively 
by using branching in the (undirected) block graphs corresponding to Im- 
and 0-colorings. These results and their application to sign-controllability, as
well as proofs of the statements in Theorem 4, are given in [2]. 
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THE PERRON ROOT OF A WEIGHTED 
GEOMETRIC MEAN OF NONNEGATIVE MATRICES* 
by LUDWIG ELSNER f 
The Hadamard or Schur product of two n-by-n matrices A = (aij) and 
B = (b~/) is the n-by-n matrix defined and denoted by 
A.  B = (a,/bii). 
For A = (ai/) entrywise nonnegative (denoted A >/0) and a > 0, we define 
A<~)=(a~i ). 
*Joint work with C. R. Johnson (Clemson University) and J. A. Dias de Silva (Universidade 
de Lisboa). 
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Let p(A) denote the spectral radius of A. 
Our first result is 
THEOREM 1. Let A 1 ... . .  A k be rumnegative n-by-n matrices, a 1 .. . . .  a k 
positive numbers uch that 
Then 
k 
~] ai>~l. 
i= l  
o(aq . . . . .  
Two important special cases are 
LEMMA1. I f  A >~ O, B >~ O, and O ~< a ~< l, then 
p( A(a) o BO-~) ) <~ p( a )ap( B ) 1- ~. 
LEMMa 2. I f  A >1 0 and t >i 1 then 
o(a"0.< p(a)'. 
In fact, Theorem 1 is an easy consequence of Lemmas 1 and 2. 
Linearizing the inequality of Lemma 1 leads to 
COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions of  Lemma 1, 
p(C(a,  A, B)) ~< ap(A)+ (1 - a )p(B)  
holds, where C( a, A, B) = (cij) is given by 
Ci i  = 
and A =(a l i ) ,  B = (bij). 
aa ,+(1-a )b i l ,  i= j ,  
a ~ ' l -a  
a i lo i i  , i --/= j, 
Corollary 1 generalizes the well-known result that the spectral radius is a 
convex function of the diagonal; see [2] for further references. We prove 
similar results for M-matrices. 
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For A >t 0 define its comparison matrix M(A)  = (m~i) by 
I a , ,  i = j, 
m U = -a~j i *  i, 
and denote by a(A) the minimal real eigenvalue of M(A) .  
THEOREM 2. Let A i be a nonnegative n-by-n matrix with o( A i )  > 0, 
a i > O, i = 1 . . . . .  k, such that 
k 
i~ l  
Then 
a(A~l ~' . . . . .  A~ ~k') >~ a(a l )  ~- ' -  O(Ak) ~k. 
We remark that the case of equality in the preceding inequalities can be 
characterized completely (with the exception of Corollary 1). 
Finally we discuss for A >/0 the functional 
t~(A) = lim p(A( '))  x/r 
introduced by Karlin and Ost [5]. We show 
/t(A) = sup(p(Ao B): B >1 O, p(B) <~ 1} 
in a proof which yields at the same time two other characterizations given 
previously by Friedland [4] (using cyclic products of A) and Engel and 
Schneider [3] (using diagonal similarities). 
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FACTORIZATION OF BIPARTITE GRAPHS* 
by ROBERT GRONE t 
For x 1 . . . . .  x n ~ R m consider the question: Is it possible to orthogonally 
embed {x l . . . . .  x,} into the nonnegative orthant of R k for some k? The 
answer to this question involves the Gram matrix A = [(x,, xi)].  The answer 
to our question is yes fff A is completely positive, which is defined as 
or  
A = BB r for some n-by-k B >1 O, (1) 
A = bab ~+ . . .  + bkbrk for some b i>/0, b i~R" .  (2) 
The forms (1) and (2) are related by letting b 1 .. . . .  b k be the columns of B. 
The minimum value of k for completely positive A is the factorization index 
of A, denoted by ~0(A). 
It is clear that ff A is completely positive, then A is both positive 
semidefinite and entrywise nonnegative. We call such a matrix doubly 
nonnegative. A natural question is when doubly nonnegative matrices are 
completely positive. The following is known. 
THEOREM 1 [5]. Every doubly nonnegative matrix of  order n ~ 4 is 
completely positive. In this case ~( A ) ~ n [3]. For any n >1 5 there exists 
doubly nonnegative matrices which are not completely positive. 
It does happen that certain subclasses of doubly nonnegative matrices are 
completely positive, as shown by: 
THv.Oe, EM 2 [1]. I f  A is doubly nonnegative and acyclic, then A is 
completely positive and ~0(A) = rank A. 
*Joint work with Abraham Berman, ITT--Technion, Israel. These results will appear in 
their entirety elsewhere in a rather different form and under the title "Completely positive 
bipartite matrices." 
l San Diego State University. 
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In this paper we extend Theorem 2 to a larger class of matrices. We call a 
symmetric nonnegative matrix bipartite if the sign-pattern matrix for the 
off-diagonal entries of A corresponds to a bipartite graph. In matrix terms, 
this means that A is permutation-similar to 
where D is diagonal and F is t-by-(n - t). This includes the class of acyclic 
matrices, which are those whose sign-pattern matrix corresponds to a forest 
(union of trees). 
Our proof relies strongly on the following: 
LEMMA. Suppose A is irreducible doubly nonnegative and has the form 
(3). I rA  is singular, then rank A = n - 1 and the nulls'pace of  A is spanned 
by a vector of  the form xe(  - y), where x > O, y > O, x ~ R t, y ~ R n-t. 
With this lemma we are able to develop an algorithm for expressing an 
irreducible doubly nonnegative bipartite matrix A in the form (1) or (2). This 
is contained in the following theorem. 
THEO~M 3. Let A be doubly nonnegative bipartite and irreducible. 
Suppose that upper triangular T is obtained by applying forward elimination 
to A. Let T 1 = T -  tn,E,n, where Enn is the n-by-n matrix with a 1 in 
position ( n, n) and zeros elsewhere. The nullity of  T 1 will be exactly 1. 
Suppose that the nullspace of T 1 is spanned by z ~ R n. Then 
where 
A tnnEnn + E aij = bijbT, 
i < j - -  zizj  
b U = zje~ - z~ej. 
In the statement of the theorem we can obviously ignore summands 
where a~j = 0. It may also turn out that some of the vectors bq may be 
nonpositive rather than nonnegative, but in that case we can replace b~i with 
- b~j. This theorem yields the following corollaries. 
COROLLARy 1. Bipartite doubly nonnegative matrices are completely 
positive. 
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COROLLARY 2. Suppose that A is irreducible bipartite and doubly non- 
negative. Let A have 2K positive off-diagonal entries. Then 
(i) q~(A) = K i rA  is singular, and 
(ii) ~p( A ) = K or K + 1 i rA  is nonsingular. 
Furthermore, ¢p(A) may equal either of K or K + 1 when A is nonsingular. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that A is bipartite and doubly nonnegative, and 
K is as in Corollary 2. Suppose that the nullity of  A is v and that the graph 
corresponding to A has d connected components. Then 
K <~ rp(A)<~ K + d -v .  
These corollaries have a geometric interpretation asfollows. Suppose that 
(x i . . . . .  xt} and {xt+ i . . . . .  x,} are two orthogonal sets in R m. Corollary 1 
says that it is possible to orthogonally embed { x 1 ..... x n } into the nonnega- 
tive orthant in R k for some k iff (x i, x i) >~ O, all 1 <~ i <~ t < ] <~ n. Corollaries 
2 and 3 imply that k must be at least as large as the number of such pairs for 
which (xi, xj~ > O. 
The following question was asked in [1]. "Which graphs G have the 
property that any doubly nonnegative matrix with sign pattern corresponding 
to G must be completely positive?" It was shown in [1] that any graph that 
had an odd cycle of length at least 5 could not have this property. Corollary 1 
implies that any graph that has no odd cycles does have this property. The 
question is unresolved for graphs which have no odd cycles of length greater 
than 3. 
We would like to thank LeRoy Beasley, Gene Underwood, and Utah State 
University for the opportunity to present this paper, and Russ Merris for 
valuable assistance. 
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THE C-CONVEX MATRICES 
by CHI-KWONG LI* 
1. Basic Definitions and Properties 
Let C" be the set of all 1 × n complex row vectors, and let C ,  × n be the 
set of all n × n complex matrices. For A e C ,  ×,, the numerical range of A is 
the set 
W(A)= (xAx* :x~C ~, xx*=l}  
in C. Some of its well-known properties are as follows (see [1, Chapter 22]): 
(1.1) The set W(A) is convex. 
(1.2) The set W(A) contains P(A), the spectrum of A. 
(1.3) If A is normal, then W(A) = convP(A), where eonv means "the 
convex hull of." 
We remark that the converse of (1.3) does not hold for n >i 5 (see [2]). A 
matrix A is said to be convex or called a convexiod if
W(A) = eonvP(A) .  
For convex matrices we have (see [6]): 
(1.4) A matrix is convex ff and only ff W(A) is a convex polygonal disk 
[i.e., the boundary of W(A) is a convex polygon] in C. 
(1.5) The set W(A) is a singleton if and only if A is scalar, i.e., A = z/ 
for some z in C. 
(1.6) The set W(A) is contained in the real line if and only if A is 
Hermitian. 
2. Reformulation and Extensions 
Let U, be the group of all n × n unitary matrices. If we regard A ~ C ,  ×, 
as the matrix of a linear transformation T: C n ~ C" with respect o certain 
*University of Wisconsin, Madison. 
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orthonormal basis ~ of C", i.e., A = [T]~, then 
U(A) = {[ T ] ~,: ~ '  is an orthonormal basis of C n 
= ( UA U* : U unitary }. 
Observe that 
W(A)  = ( t r (Enx) :x  ~ U(A)} 
is just the projection of U(A) on the one-dimensional subspace in C ,×,  
spanned by En,  the matrix with one at the (1,1) position and zeros 
elsewhere. Considering other one-dimensional projections of U(A), we have 
the C-numerical range oy A defined by 
w(c ,  A) = (tr(CX): x U(A)} 
= (tr(CUAU*): U unitary). 
Classical properties can be extended to: 
(2.1) The set W(C, A) is convex if C is Hermitian (see [8]); it is 
star-shaped if C is normal (see [7]). 
• (2.2) Suppose C and A have eigenvalues ci and a~ for i = 1 ..... n, 
respectively. Then (see [5]) W(C, A) contains the set 
P(C, A) = qa ~o): o a permutation . 
i 1 
(2.3) Let C and A be normal. Then W(C, A) is contained in the set 
convP(C, A). The two sets are equal if C or A has collinear eigenvalues ( ee 
[51). 
A normal matrix with collinear eigenvalues i  said to be essentially 
Hermitian. A matrix is said to be C-convex if 
W(C, A) = eonvP(C, A). 
We have (see [3]): 
(2.4) A matrix A is C-convex ff and only if W(C,A) is a convex 
polygonal disk in C. 
(2.5) The set W(C, A) is a singleton if and only if C or A is scalar. 
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(2.6) The set W(C, A) is a nondegenerated line segment ff and only if 
both C and A are nonscalar essentially Hermitian matrices. 
3. Some Questions 
(3.1) Johnson [2] has proved that a matrix A is convex ff and only ff there 
exists a unitary matrix U with UAU* = AI~A 2 such that A1 is normal and 
W(A2) c W(AI). Can we obtain a similar characterizational theorem for 
C-convex matrices? 
(3.2) What are the relations between the matrices C and A such that 
W(C, A) is convex or star-shaped? 
(3.3) If B and A are unitarily similar, then W(C, B) = W(C, A) for all C 
in C ,× n. If W(C,B)=W(C,A)  [or all C in S, where S may be the set of 
Hermitian matrices or the set of normal matrices, etc., can we conclude that 
B and A are unitarily similar (see [4])? 
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MATRIX CATEGORIES WITH ONLY 
OBVIOUS MOORE-PENROSE INVERSES* 
by DONALD W. ROBINSON t 
Let R be an associative ring with 1 and with an involution a ~ fi and let 
M a be the category of finite matrices over R with the involution (aii) 
*Joint work with Roland Puystjens and Jan Van Geel, Rijksuniversiteit Gent. 
Brigham Young University. 
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(a, j)* = (Zj,). If B is invertible in M,, then l i has the Moore-Penrose 
inverse Bi’ z with respect to *. 
( i 
( 1 
(See, for example, [3, p. 13.21). We ask: 
when are the matrices of this form essentially the only matrices with 
Moore-Penrose inverses? 
In 1978 Daniel R. Batigne [l] showed that the only matrices over the ring 
of integers with MoorePenrose inverse with respect to the involution of 
transpose are those which are per-mutationally equivalent to those of the form 
i 1 
i i with B invertible. In 1983 K. P. S. Bhaskara Rao [4] extended this 
result to matrices over any commutative integraI domain which satisfies the 
additionalconditiona,-a~+~~~~a~onlyifa,=~-~=a,-O.Wedem- 
on&rate that the same conclusion follows for any associative ring with 1 and 
with involution - if and only if the ring contains only the trivial symmetric 
idempotents 0 and 1 and satisfies the extended Rao condition 
a,=a,a,+ **. +a,a, onlyif ua= .-+ ==c(“=O. 
Indeed, we prove that the following statements are equivalent: 
(I} If 1 = Q&I, in R, then a; = 0 for every index i except possibly one. 
(2) The only idempotents of R that are symmetric with respect to - are 0 
and 1, and if a, = &niZi in R, then a, = 0 whenever i # 1. 
(3) If an m X n matrix A in M, has a Moore-Penrose inverse with 
respect to * in M,, then A is per-mutationally equivalent to a matrix of the 
form : i with B invertible. 
( 1 
A sufficient condition for these statements is the foIlowing: 
(4) If u = &a$, is a unit in R, then a, = 0 for every index i except 
possibly one. 
Conversely, if R has invariant basis number (IBN; see, for example, [Z, p. 
61) whenever 1# 0, then {4) is also a necessary condition for the above 
statements. 
Finally, we note that an associative ring R with 1 is an additive category 
on a single object+ The results of this paper may be generalized by replacing 
R with any additive category having an involution on the morpbisms. 
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THE USE OF UNOBSERVABLE SUBSPACES 
FOR MATRIX POLYNOMIAL THEORY 
by DAN SHEMESH* 
Let P( t )= ~.~=oAkt , where A 0, A 1 ..... A, ~ C TM, be a given matrix 
polynomial. A complex number A is an eigenvalue of P if there exists a 
nonzero vector x ~ C" such that P(~)x = 0; then x is an eigenvector of P 
which corresponds to the eigenvalue A, and the pair (x, 2~) is a root of P. 
PROBLEM 1. Let P be a matrix polynomial of size m × n, and Q another 
matrix polynomial of size l x n. When does there exist a common root for 
these polynomials? 
The problem makes sense, of course, for any number of polynomials 
(having a fixed number of columns). This question is generalized by introduc- 
ing the notion of Jordan chains. 
The vectors x o, x 1 ..... x~ are called a X-1ordan chain of P ff 
~P(k ) (h )x , _k=0 for i=0 ,1  .. . . .  p and xo~O. (1) 
kffi0 
The number of vectors in the above chain (1, + 1) is the /ength of the chain 
(see [1] for a deeper discussion). 
A h-Jordan chain of the linear matrix polynomial L(t)  = tI - A, where A 
is a square matrix, is a Jordan chain of the matrix A corresponding to the 
eigenvalue h. 
PBOBLEU 2. When does a set of matrix polynomials have a common 
h-Jordan chain? If there exist common h-Jordan chains, then the maximal 
length of such a h-Jordan chain is of interest. Clearly, a common h-Jordan 
chain of length 1 is a common root. 
*The University of Calgary. 
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Partial solutions can be given to the above problems using the machinery 
of unobservable subspaees. Let A~C "×" and B~C TM be two given 
matrices. The subspace 
~#t'(A, B) = f'~ ker(Ba k) = ker(BA k) (9.) 
k=0 k=0 
is called the unobservable subspace of the pair (B, A) (see [2], [3] and [5]). It 
is easily seen that Jt'(A, B) is the maximal A-invariant subspace contained in 
the kernel of B. 
THEOREM 1. Let P be the m x n matrix polynomial P( t ) = F.~foAkt k, 
and let A be a square matrix of size n. Denote by P( A) the matrix 
P( A)  = E~_oAk Ak. The matrix A and the polynomial P have a common 
eigenvector which corresponds to the same eigenvalue i f and only i f  
X(A, V(a)). (0). (3) 
In other words, (3) is satisfied i f  and only i f  the polynomials P and L have a 
common root (where L(t)  = tI - A). 
REMARK. In case p is a scalar polynomial A and p(A) commute and 
hence ..¢¢(A, p(A)) = ker(p(A)). Thus the scalar version of Theorem 1 is: 
The matrix A has an eigenvalue which is a root of the scalar polynomial p
i f  and only i f  p( A ) is a singular matrix. 
A detailed iscussion of the above results can be found in [4]. 
Theorem 1 is valid for any number of polynomials, and moreover, using 
the notion of Jordan chains, one gets: 
THEOREM 1'. Let P~, i = 1, 2 .. . . .  l, be matrix polynomials of sizes m~ x n, 
i = 1,2 .. . . .  l, respectively, and let A be a square matrix of size n. Then the 
subspace 
N jK(A ,P i (A ) )= J [  A, P. 2(A) (4) 
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is spanned by all common k-lordan chains of  A, P1, Pz . . . . .  
Pl( L, el, P2 ... . .  Pt). 
The special polynomial L(t )  = tI - A can be replaced by a monic poly- 
nomial of any degree. [A square matrix polynomial is called monic ff its 
leading coefficient is the identity matrix, i.e., Q(t )= F.~oB~t k is monic ff 
Bs=I. ] 
A companion matrix C O is defined for the monic polynomial Q by 
C~ 
0 I 
0 I 
-13  o - B ,  - e~_ ,  
° (5) 
If the above polynomial Q is n by n and another m × n polynomial P is 
given, we define/3 to be the matrix polynomial of size m by ns given by 
/3(t) = [P(t) ,0 ..... 0]. (6) 
THEOREM 2. Using the above notation, the polynomials P and Q have a 
common root (common k-lordan chain) i f  and only i f  
 (cQ, (o). (7) 
By the previous theorem ,#/(Co,/3(C0) ) is spanned by the common 
X-Jordan chains of CQ and P. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between k-Jordan chains of Q and h-Jordan chains of C O preserving the 
lengths of the chains, the subspace J[(CQ, P(Co) ) is determined by the set of 
all common h-Jordan chains of e and Q. 
Let k be a common eigenvalue of P and Q. We choose x 1 to be a 
k-eigenvector leading a longest possible common k-Jordan chain and denote 
its length by l t. Now choose xa to be linearly independent of x 1, leading the 
second longest possible common k-Jordan chain, and denote its length by l 2 
(l 2 ~< 11). Continue this process, which is finite by the linear independence of 
the leading vectors of the h-Jordan chains. (The number of these k-Jordan 
chains equals dim[kere(A))13kerQ(k)].) Assuming that we get j common 
h-Jordan chains, we shall call the sum l I + l 2 + . . .  + lj the common multi- 
plicity of the common eigenvalue k. By the monicity of Q, the length of any 
h-Jordan chain of Q is finite, and hence the common multiplicity of a 
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common eigenvalue ~ is finite, Note that a similar procedure defines com- 
mon multiplicity for any number of polynomials. 
As a result of the above discussion we find that dimJC(Cp, P(CQ)) is 
equal to the number of common eigenvalues of P and Q, counting their 
common multiplicities. For several polynomials the corresponding result 
holds. 
THEOREM 2'. Let Pt, Ps . . . . .  Pz be matrix polynomials of  sizes m I × 
n, m s × n .... , m z × n respectively, and let Q be a monic polynomial of  size n. 
Denote by J4 the subspace 
l 
i -1  
Then dim ~4[ is equal to the number of  common eigenvalues of  
Q, Px, P2 . . . . .  Pt, counting their common multiplicities. 
The following construction yields the same results when deg Q > deg Pi 
for i = 1,2 . . . . .  I. We define H to be a block matrix with blocks ~r~ji = 1, 2 . . . . .  l 
and j = 1,2 . . . . .  s = deg Q, where the block rows of I I  are defined by the 
coefficients of the polynomials Pi, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  I. Namely, 
Pi(t) = ~ ~rqt i-1 for i = 1,2 .. . . .  I. (9) 
j= l  
Using the above notions, we get: 
TnZORE~ 3. dim J f(Cp, FI equals the number of  common eigenvalues 
of  Q, Pt2, Ps . . . . .  Pt, counting their common multiplicities. 
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COMMON EIGENVECTORS AND COMMUTATIVITY SUBSPACES 
by DAN SHEMESH* 
Let A and B belong to M.(C). We consider first the following question: 
under what conditions do there exist a,/~ ~ C and 0 ~ x ~ C" such that 
AX. ~ ¢xx, 
Bx = #x? (1) 
Such a vector x is termed a common eigenvector f A and B. 
Clearly, if A and B commute, then they possess a common eigenvector. 
A weaker condition is the existence of a nonsingular matrix T such that both 
T- IAT and T-1BT are upper (lower) triangular (in this ease A and B are 
simultaneously triangularizable). The first (last) column of such a matrix T is 
a common eigenvector f A and B. By a theorem of McCoy [1] A and B are 
simultaneously triangularizable iff the matrix [A, B]p(A, B) is nilpotent for 
every polynomial p of two noncommutative ariables ([A, B] being the 
commutator AB - BA ). 
We see that the commutator plays an unimportant role in our problem, 
and it can be easily seen that if [A, B] is nonsingular, then A and B fail to 
have a common eigenveetor. Unfortunately, singularity or even nilpotency of 
the commutator is not a sufficient condition, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
A= 0 and B= 0 • 
0 0 
Then A and B are both nflpotent, so their eigenspaces are their kernels, and 
since ker A Aker B = {0}, they have no common eigenvector. Yet 
[! 0 0] 
[a ,n ] - -  0 0 
-1  0 
is a nilpotent matrix. 
*The University of Calgary. 
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The following related problem can be helpful in some eases and may 
clarify the nature of the original one: When is there a nonzero x ~ C n and a 
scalar a such that 
or, in briefer notation, 
Ax = ax and Bx = O, 
ix] x = 0 ? (2) 
The solution to this problem is [3]: 
PROPOSITION. A ~ M,(C) has an eigenvector x belonging to ker B (B 
C mx,)  i f f  the subspace 
n-1  
. .~= ~ kerBA k (3) 
k=0 
is nontrivial (i.e. J l  ~ {0}). Observe that 
= ker ~, (BAk)*BA k = ker 
k=O L BA n-x 
(4) 
This subspace is known in systems theory as the unobservable subspace of 
the pair (B, A). 
In case all different eigenvalues ill, flz ..... flk Of B are known, the above 
result can be used to check whether there is an eigenvector f A contained in 
one of the eigenspaees ker(B - f l i I )  for i = 1,2 .. . . .  k. This method solves our 
problem when determination f the eigenspaces of one of the matrices under 
discussion is possible. 
The following theorem given in [3] settles the general problem: 
TnEOmeM. A and B have a common eigenvector i f f  the subspace 
n-1  
= ~') ker[A k,B l] (5) 
k , l= l  
is nontrivial. 
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The above theorem is proved once the following two properties are 
established: 
(i) .At' is both A-and B-invariant. 
(ii) ABx = BAx for every x ~ ,At'. 
We call any subspace satisfying (i) and (ii) a commutativity subspace of A 
and B. 
The existence of a nontrivial commutativity subspace means that the 
restrictions AI~,, B[~ are commutative and thus possess a common eigen- 
vector. On the other hand, if x is a common eigenvector f A and B, then 
the one-dimensional subspace spanned by x is a commutativity subspace. The 
subspace ~ '  defined by (5) has in addition a maximality feature, i.e., it is the 
sum of all the commutativity subspaces of A and B. So it turns out that 
M D span{ x } whenever x is a common eigenvector f A and B. 
A detailed proof of (i), (ii), and the maximality of J~ can be found in [3], 
[4], and [5] (see also [1]). 
The maximal commutativity subspace of A and B is denoted by 
Corn(A, B). It is a simple matter now to generalize properties (i) and (ii) for 
any set of matrices {A 1, Au .... .  At} [TOm M,(F),  where F is any field. 
Com(A x, Aa . . . . .  At) will denote then the maximal commutativity subspace 
of these matrices (see [4] and [5] for details). 
Denoting by ~¢(A x, A 2 ... . .  At) the subalgebra of M,(F)  generated by 
A 1, Au . . . . .  A t and I, one sees immediately that the commutativity subspaces 
of (A 1, A~ . . . . .  At} are the same as these of ~¢(A x, A 2 .. . . .  At). 
Additional common properties are revealed by knowing the commutativ- 
ity subspaces, and in most of the cases, the larger the subspace is, the more 
information is gained. For instance, for a given commutativity subspace Jr' of 
A and B, there exists a basis ~ such that its first k elements span J¢. Hence, 
every matrix T= ~ M(A, B) has the following representation in the basis 8:  
' (6 )  
where the matrices X a form a commutative subalgebra of Mk(C ). Thus the 
first k vectors of ~ can be chosen in such a way that for every Ta ~ d(A ,  B), 
X a is upper triangular. Clearly, in this case the maximal commutativity 
subspace Corn(A, B) gives more insight into the common structure o| 
~(A ,  B). One concludes that ~(A ,  B) has a simultaneous block triangldari- 
zation with the first m blocks on the diagonal being of size 1, where 
m = dimCom(A, B). 
The above result holds for any (maximal) commutativity subspace of any 
set of matrices. Equation (6) is valid when the matrices are over any field F 
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and only the canonical representation f X~ is dependent on this field. The 
reader is referred to [1] for general discussion on simultaneous block triangu- 
larization. 
Applications 
(1) dimCom(A, B) is greater than or equal to the number of linearly 
independent common eigenvectors, and equality holds fff the restrictions of 
A and B to the subspace Com(A, B) are diagonalizable. An interesting case 
is Com(A, A*)--this subspace is spanned by all common eigenvectors of A 
and its adjoint A*. 
(2) Let 
00, ] 0'] • 
^ ^ 
Then tom(A, B) ~ (0} iff there exist 0 ¢ x ~ C" and X ~ C such that 
Ax= ~x and Bx= ~x. (7) 
(3) Given a polynomial p of two variables, there exist 0 ¢ x ~ C" and 
a, fl ~ C satisfying 
Ax=ax,  Bx=flx, and p(a, f l)=O (8) 
iff 
Com(A, B)nkerp(A,  B) -~ (0}. (9) 
(4) Let p(t) = ~_oakt k be a monic polynomial, i.e., a ,  = 1. Denote by 
Cp its companion matrix 
c-- 
0 1 
0 0 
- -  a o - -  a I 
1] 
- -  an_  1 
(10) 
If q is another monic polynomial of degree n, then Com(Cp, Cq) ¢ (0} iff p 
and q have a common root, and moreover dimCom(Cp, Cq) is equal to the 
number of common roots of p and q counted with their common mul~plici- 
ties. This result can be generalized to monic matrix polynomials. 
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We conclude by showing a recursive construction of Com(A 1, A n . . . . .  Al). 
Denote by Com(A/U)  the subspace 
Com(A/U)  = {x ~ UlAkx ~ U, k = 1,2 .... } 
rl--1 
= N kerBAk, (11) 
kffi0 
where U= kerB is a given subspace of Cn(Fn). Given the square matrices 
A 1, A 2 .. . . .  A t and l >/3, we define U~ to be 
U~ =Com({ A1, A n .. . . .  AI} \{A ,}  ) for i=1 ,2  .. . . .  I. (12) 
Using the above notation, 
l 
Com(A1, An .... .  At) = A C°m(Ai /U/ )  (13) 
iffil 
Detailed discussion and proof can be found in [4] and [5]. 
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COMPLETE CONTROLLABILITY AND CONTRACTABILITY 
IN MULTIMODAL SYSTEMS* 
by DAVID P. STANFORD f 
I. Introduction 
In this paper the concept of a strictly positive definite set of symmetric 
matrices is introduced. It is shown that a strictly positive definite set is always 
*Joint work with G. P. Barker (University of Missouri, Kansas City) and L. Thomas Conner, 
Jr. (College of William and Mary). 
tCollege of William and Mary in Virginia. 
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a positive definite set, and conditions are found under which a positive 
definite set is strictly positive definite. We also show that a set of symmetric 
matrices is strictly positive definite if and only if some nonnegative linear 
combination of these matrices is a positive definite matrix. For state dimen- 
sion two, we use this concept o find necessary and s~fficient conditions for a 
two-mode completely controllable irreducible multimodal system to be con- 
tractible relative to an elliptic norm. For general state dimensions, we give 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a special-type two-mode completely 
controllable irreducible system to be contractible relative to a weakly mono- 
tone norm. Applying the above results, we show that, for state dimension 
two, there exists a two-mode system which is not contractible relative to 
either an elliptic or a weakly monotone norm. 
H. Controllability in Multimodal Systems 
We list here for convenience the definitions and notation from [4] which 
will be used in this paper. Throughout his paper, n, m, and N denote 
positive integers with m < n. 
D N A multimodal system is an indexed set of pairs L = {(C i, i)}i~l, in 
which C i and D~ are real n × n and n × m matrices respectively. L 
represents a discrete-time control system of the form xk+l = Cnx k + Dpu k, 
k = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  p ~ { 1, 2 .... , N }. We will denote by 
E(n ,m,N)  
the set of all such systems L in which all C i's are nonsingular and all D i's are 
of htll column rank. Multimodal systems arising from multirate sampled-data 
systems belong to ~.(n, m, N). 
For each k ~ Z + we let k = { 1, 2 . . . . .  k }_:. We let F k denote the collection 
of all k-termed sequences with terms in N, and F = LIkF k. For any L 
Y~(n, m, N)  and any index sequence , /E F, we denote by S(L, 3') the set of 
states reachable from zero using 3'; that is, S(L, 3') contains x provided there 
k ~Rm is a sequence {ui}i_ l from such that xk+t=x, where x l=0 and 
xi+l=Cvo)x,+Dvo)ui, i~k .  We let S(L) denote the set of all states 
reachable from zero; that is, 
S(L)= [,.J S(L,y). 
For L - -  {(Ci, D~))N_l~Y.(n,m,N) and any 3'~F, S(L,3') can be de- 
scribed as the column space of a controllability matrix as follows. Given 
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i, j E k with i < j, we define 
C(y, i) will denote C[y, k, i). We define the n x km controllability matrix 
P(L y) = [q,(k)? c(y,kj~~~,_,,,C(y,k-1)D,(,-,,,...,Cc~,2>a,~~~]. 
Then S(L,y)=CS(P(Ly)), h w ere CS denotes column space, so it follows 
that S(L)=U,,rCS(P(L,y)}. Whenever S(L)= !Rn, we call L completely 
cont&.uble, and we write L E @(n, m, N). It fallows that L is completely 
controllable if and only if there is a finite index sequence y E r such that the 
rank of P(L, y} is n. Finally, L E Q(n,m;N) is reducible if some pair 
(C,, 9) may be discarded to produce a completely controllable system. 
Otherwise, L is irredtib2e. 
III. Contfuctibility and P&the Dejhite Sets 
We list here some definitions and a theorem from [3] and [4]. 
DEFINITION. Let \I- 11 be any norm on R”. Tbe set {A,, A,,,,., A,) of 
n x n real matrices is contmctioe relatioe to jl- 11 provided that, if x f !I?‘, 
x f 0, there is i E N such that llAi~ll < Ilrll. 
DEFINITION. A system L = {(Ci, Di))r_“-, E E(n, m, AT) is contractible 
rdutiue to 11. II provided there exist a set { F,, F,, , . . , F, } of m x n feedback 
matrices such that the set 
is contractive relative to II * 11, 
DEFINITION. A set {H,, H,, . . . , HN} of symmetric 12 X n matrices is a 
positioe definite set provided that, if x E % “, x + 0, then there is i E R such 
that xTHix > 0. 
DEFINITION. For each positive definite QE !BnXn, Ilxllp= /&% for 
XEWn. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that K=(A,,A,,...,A,) is a set of nXn 
n&rices nnd Q is a n x n positive definite matrix. Let S = {Q - A:QA,, Q 
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- Ar2QA~ .. . . .  Q -  ArQAN}.  Then K is contractive relative to I1"11o i£and 
only i f  S is a positive definite set. 
IV. Strictlg Positive Definite Sets of  Hermitian Matrices 
Let 3fa, be the real vector space of all complex n × n Hermitian 
matrices. ~ ,  is an inner-produce space relative to the produce ( , ) defined 
by (H,  K )= tr(HK). It is known (see [1]) that the set ~,  of all positive 
semidefinite matrices is a self-dual cone relative to this product. For conveni- 
ence we write 
P~O ~ P~,  
and 
P>>0 ¢* PE in t (~, )  ¢* P is positive definite. 
As in [1] we let 
~= {e ~ ~. [ t r (e )= 1} = {P ~ ~.I(P,I) = 1}. 
Then ~ is compact convex cross section of ~n. That is, for any K ~ ~, ,  
K :~ 0, there is a unique a > 0 such that aK ~ ~.  Since ~n is self-dual, K is 
positive definite iff tr(KP) = (K, P )  > 0 for all P ~ ~.  These observations 
motivate our definition. 
DEFINITION. Let 3f a = { H 1, H 2 .. . . .  H N } be a subset of ~ , .  Then ~ is 
called a strictly positive definite set provided that for each P ~ ~ there 
exists ] such that tr(HjP) > O. 
Given a set S of vectors, the least cone containing S is denoted by c~(S). 
In particular, 
NlajH j aj >1 ]} ~'("~f")-- E OforaU . 
i = 
There are several extensions of the Hausdroff-Toeplitz field of values to sets 
of matrices. One of these is the joint spatial numerical range 
Wl( .~ ta) = { (x ,n ix  , x*n2x . . . . .  x*HNx)lx*x = 1 }. 
In general this set is not convex (see [1] and [2]). However, it is not difficult 
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to show (see [1]) that the closed convex hull of Wl(Jt °) is the joint field of  
values W (Jr °) of A~' defined by 
W( A~' ) = ( ( tr( PH x ), tr( PH 2 ) ..... tr( PHN ) )l P ~ ~) .  
There are conditions (see [6]) under which W(J¢') = WI(J~ ). We shall return 
to this point. 
THEOREM 2. ~ ----- { HI, H a ..... H N ) c ~,  is a strictly positive definite 
set i f  and only i f  f~()~') N in t (~)  ~ 0. 
We note that if ~}F is strictly positive definite, then it is positive definite, 
since x*x = 1 implies xx* ~ ~ and tr(Hxx*) = x*Hx. However, positive 
definiteness does not generally imply strict positive definiteness. For example, 
([0 °111 °1[° 0]I ° 01]) 
is positive definite, but not strictly positive definite. We have some conditions 
under which the implication does hold. 
THEOREM 3. Let A~' = {HI,//2, H3} be a set of  n × n Hermitian 
matrices with n > 2. Then ~ is a positive definite set i f  and only i f  some 
nonnegative linear combination is a positive definite matrix. 
Hausdroff and Toeplitz showed that for 3~' = {H l,/-/2) c o~, Wt(~ ) is 
convex (see [1] and [6] for references). Thus we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. I f  ~ = ( Hx, H 2 ) C ~ is positive definite, then ~,~ is 
strictly positive definite. 
V. Contractibility Relative to Elliptic Norms 
It follows from the pole-placement theorem and Stein's theorem (see [5]) 
that L ~ ~(n,  m, 1) implies L is contractible relative to some elliptic norm. 
This is not the case when N = 2. We employ Corollary 6.2 of [3] and 
Theorems 1, 2, and 4 of this paper to obtain the following theorem. We let 
( e t, e~ ..... e, } denote the standard basis for ~R ~. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose L = ( C~, e,)}~= x ~ ~(2,1, 2) with 
[ al an] and C2=[ fll fla] 
C1= a3 a4 /~3 B4" 
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I l L  is irreducible, then L is contrcctible relative to some elliptic norm i f  and 
only i f  (a~ - 1)(/312 - 1) < 1. 
Applying Theorem 17 of [4], we obtain the following corollary. 
COtaOLLAnY. Suppose L ~ {(C i, Di)}~= 1~ ¢b(2,1,2) is irreducible. Let 
G ~ ~R2x 2 be such that GD l = e 1 and GD~ = e 2. Let Q = GTG, 
and GC2G -1= GC1G- I= a4 /3~ /34 " 
Then L is contractible relative to an elliptic norm i f  and only i f  ( a~ - 1)(/3~ 
- 1) < 1. Furthermore, in this case, L is contractible relative to the elliptic 
norm [['119" 
VI. Contractibility Relative to Weakly Monotone Norms 
We now show that there exists L ~ ~(2,1,2) which is not contractible 
relative to any weakly monotone vector norm on ~ 2. Note that the weakly 
monotone norms include all /p-norms. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose L = { ( C i, Di) ) ~i= l ~ ¢b( n, n - 1,2) with 
Cx= [a, i] ,  C2 = [/3ii], Dl [e l ,  ez ... .  ,e , _ l ] ,  and Dz= [e2,e 3 . . . . .  e,] .  
I f  L is irreducible, then L is contractible relative to some weakly monotone 
norm i f  and only i f  ( lan, I - 1)(I/3111- 1) < 1. 
The proof d the above theorem follows from Theorem 2 of [3] and an 
argument similar to the one employed to verify Example 4 of [3]. 
CoBo~Y.  Suppose L = {(C i, Di)}~= 1~ dP(2,1,2) /s irreducible. Let 
G ~ ~9.x2 be such that GD 1 = e I and GDz = e~. Let 
iol ?0] and GC2G -1= GC1G- 1 = a4 /33 /34 " 
Then L is contractible relative to N~ for some weakly monotone norm N i f  
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and on ly / f  (la4l - 1XI/~11 - 1) < 1. Furthermore, in this case, L is contract- 
ible relative to N c with N the ll-norm. 
From the above we see that there exists irreducible L ~ (I)(2,1,2) such 
that L is not contractible relative to any elliptic norm and L is not 
contractible relative to any weakly monotone norm. For example, L = 
((C,, e,))~_ x, where 
0] [10] 
We leave open the question whether or not complete controllability implies 
contractibility relative to some norm, for multimodal systems of two or more 
modes. 
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GENERALIZED EIGENVECTORS FOR INFLATION MATRICES 
by JEFFREY L. STUART* 
In [1], Friedland, Hershkowitz, and Schneider introduce a new matrix 
product which they call the inflation product, and they show that under 
certain conditions the product is rank-preserving. In this paper, which is 
based on results in [3], a stronger esult is given which is based on the Jordan 
*Northern Illinois University. 
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canonical form, and a generalized efinition of inflation is used to char- 
acterize the eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors of a matrix which 
results from the inflation of an arbitrary complex matrix by an "inflator." 
Let .ACm(C ) be the set of all m X m matrices over the field C. Denote the 
n-dimensional vector space over C by C n. The term "vector" will always 
mean row vector. A strictly nonzero matrix (strictly nonzero vector) will be a 
matrix (vector) each of whose entries is nonzero. 
Let m and n positive integers with m ~< n. An m-partition of  n is a 
partition of the set {1,2 ... . .  n } into an ordered collection of m nonempty, 
disjoint sets such that the elements within each set are arranged in ascending 
order. The set FI is an m-partition of n given by B t, B 2 .. . . .  B m. 
Let U be in M/n(C ). Then H induces a block partitioning of the matrix U 
as follows: For 1 ~< i, ] < m the i, ] block of U, denoted U(i,i ), consists of all 
entries whose indices are in B i x B i. Let v be in C n. Then H partitions v 
into blocks, denoted v{~), consisting of those entries with indices in B~. 
Let A be in .ACm(C ). Let U be in Jt'n(C ). The inflation matrix of  A by U 
with respect o the partition I I  is the n x n matrix denoted by A x x U and 
defined by (A x x U)(,,s> = a,sU<,,s > for 1 ~< r, s ~< m. 
Let u be in C m and let v be in C n. The inflation vector of  u by v with 
respect o the partition I I  is the vector in C" denoted by u x x v defined by 
[uxxv] i~>=u~v( i> fo r l  ~<i~<m. 
Let U be in Jgn(C). The matrix U is an inflator with respect o II if 
there exist vectors u and t~ in C n partitioned by I I  satisfying: 
(i)' u and v are strictly nonzero vectors; 
(if) for 1 <~ i, ] ~ m, U(,.I ) = [u(i)]t[/~(/)];  
(iii) for 1 ~< i ~< m, u(~>[a(~>] t = 1. 
The pair of vectors u and t~ is a generating pair for the inflator U. Observe 
that U= ut[~], and that for each i and j, U(i,i ) = [uo>]t[a(i)]. It can be 
shown that ff U is real, then u and fi may be chosen to be real. 
Let U be an inflator with respect o the m-partition H of n. The matrix 
G(U) is defined by G(U)= I n - ( I  m x x U). It is known (see [1]) that the 
matrix G(U) is an idempotent matrix of rank n -m which is completely 
reducible with index of reducibility m, and that BG(U) = G(U)B = 0 if and 
only if B = A X X U for some A in ..¢t',,(£:). 
The properties of the inflation product, the inflator U, and the matrix 
G(U) have been extensively investigated. (See [1], [2], and [3].) 
In [1], the following theorem is proved: 
THEOREM. Let II be an m-partition of  n. Let U be an inflator with 
respect o H. Then for every A in ,.~¢m(C), rank(A x x U) = rank A. 
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In order to strengthen this theorem, several results are needed. 
LEMMA. Let U be an inflator associated with II. Let u and ft be a 
generating pair for U such that U= ut[ ft]. Then [G(U)]w t = 0 t i f  and only 
i f  w = s × × u for some s in C m. Further, i f  w and u are real vectors, then s 
can be chosen real. Let v be in C". Then [G(U)v t= v t i f  and only i f  
(A x x U)v t = 0 t for all A in Jt'm(C ). 
THEOREM. Let A be in ~¢m(C). Let U be an inflator with respect o 1-I 
with generating pair u and ft. Let s be in C m. Let 2~ be in C. Let k be a 
positive integer. Then 
( [ (A -  hlm)kst]t × X u} t= [(A × X U) - }~I,]k(S × X u) t. 
These results lead to the following theorem, which contains the theorem 
on rank preservation stated above: 
THEOREM. Let A be in ~m(C). Let U be an inflator with respect o II 
such that U has generating pair u and ft. Let s be in C m. Let t8 be in C. Let 
B = A X X U + fiG(U). Then: 
(i) st is a generalized eigenvector for A corresponding to the eigenvalue 
with geometric multiplicity k i f  and only i f  (s x x u) t is a generalized 
eigenvector for B corresponding to the eigenvalue ~ with geometric multiplic- 
ity k. 
(ii) The ]ordan canonical form of  B is obtained by taking the direct sum 
of  the 1ordan canonical form of  A with n - m 1 x 1 matrices [fi]. 
Finally it is mentioned that a construction is given in [3] for constructing 
a basis of eigenveetors and generalized eigenveetors for B using the vector u 
and a basis of eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors of A. 
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LINEAR OPERATORS THAT PRESERVE THE 
c-NUMERICAL RANGE OR RADIUS OF MATRICES* 
by NAM-KIU TSING f 
Let c=(c t  . . . . .  c , )~[ l " ,  and M, be the linear space of all n×n 
complex matrices. For any A ~ M,, define the c-numerical range and c- 
numerical radius by 
W~(A)= c ix ,Ax*:{x 1. . . . .  x,} is an orthonormal set in C" 
i 
and 
rc(A ) = sup{ Izl: z ~ Wc(A)} 
respectively. Let H,  be the real linear space of all n × n Herrnitian matrices. 
Suppose re(. ) is a norm, i.e., cl , . . . ,c  . are not all equal to E7_1c~ 4:0. We 
characterize the set of extreme points of the unit ball { A ~ H,: re(A) ~< 1} in 
Hn with respect to the norm r~(.). With this, we are able to obtain the 
following results. 
THEOREM 1. A (real) linear operator T: 1t, ~ 1t, satisfw~s 
rc(T(A))=rc(A ) forall A~H,  
i f  and only i f  there exists unitanj matrix U and 0 = 1 or - 1 such that either 
(i) T( A ) = OUA + U * for all A ~ H,, or 
(ii) q + c,_ i + 1 are equal for all 1 <<. i <~ n and 
T (A) f f iO(UA+U*-2( t rA) I )  foraU A~H, ,  
where A + either denotes A or denotes At. 
*Joint work with C.-K. Li, University ofWisconsin, Madison. 
~Auburn University. 
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THEOREM 2. A (complex) linear operator T: M. --* M. satisfies 
rc(T(A))=rc(A ) forall A~M.  
i f  and only i f  there exist unitary U and 0 ~ C with 101 = 1 such that either 
(i) T(A) = OUA+U * for al iA ~ Mn, or 
(ii) c i + c._  i + x are equal for all 1 <~ i <~ n and 
T (A)=O(UA+U*-2( t rA) I )  fo ra l lA~M, ,  
where A + either denotes A or denotes At. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose T: M.  --* M. is complex linear. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(a) Wc(T(A)) = We(A) for all A ~ Mn, 
(b) Wc(T(A)) = Wc(A ) for all A ~ H., 
(c) there exists unitary U such that either 
(i) T (A)  = UA + U* for all A ~ M., or 
(ii) c a + c ._ i+ 1 are equal for all 1 <<. i <~ n and 
2 
T( A ) = - ( t rA) I  - UA + U* for all A ~ M n, 
n 
where A + either denotes A or denotes At. 
These results extend those of Pierce and Watkins [4] and Li [1-3]. 
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PARTITIONS ASSOCIATED WITH IRREDUCIBLE CHARACTERS* 
by J. A. DIAS DA SILVA t 
No summary. 
MODIF IED LEVINSON ALGORITHMS AND SEISMIC INVERSION* 
by PETER LANCASTER § 
No summary. 
L IPSCHITZ PROPERTIES OF TRANSFORMATIONS OF MATRICES 
by LEIBA RODMAN** 
No summary. 
CONTINUOUS ANALOGUES OF 
EIGENVALUE ALGORITHMS OF QR TYPE ~t 
by DAVID S. WATKINS** 
No summary. 
4. PROBLEM SESSION 
In continuation of a tradition which the first Logan conference helped 
begin, a time was set aside for participants to state and discuss unsolved 
problems. Below is a summary of the problems presented. 
*Joint work with Amelia Fonseea. 
Universidade  Lisboa, Portugal. 
*Joint work with I. Koltraeht. 
§The University of Calga~. 
**Arizona State University. 
~ ~Joint work with L. Eisner, Universit~t Biele|e|d, F.R.G. 
**Washington State University. 
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PROBLEM PROPOSED BY R. B. BAPAT* 
243 
Let S, denote the set of all permutations of 1,2 .. . . .  n. If A is an n x n 
matrix, let H(A)  denote the n! × n! matrix defined as follows. Index the rows 
and columns of I I(A) by Sn. If o, z ~ S,, then the (o, z) entry of I I(A) is 
a oO), r(1) a 0(2), r(2) " " " a o(n), r(n)" 
Now, suppose A is a Hermitian positive definite matrix partitioned as 
Is it always true that 
I I (A)  >~ [B 0 ] 
0 D - C 'B -  1C 
in the positive definitive ordering? 
The answer is in the affirmative when D is 1 × 1 [1]. The matrix I I(A) 
was introduced by Soules [2]. 
REFERENCES 
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PROBLEM PROPOSED BY RICHARD A. BRUALDI ~ 
Let M n be the space of all n × n complex matrices. By a theorem of 
Marcus and Mine (1961) it is known that for n/> 3 there is no linear 
transformation T : M n --. Mn such that 
perA = det A for all A ~ M,. 
*Indian Statistical Institute. 
University of Wisconsin, Madison. 
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Nevertheless there are subspaces V d M. such that 
(*)  There exists a linear transformation T:V-- ,  V for which per A = 
det T(A) for all A ~ V. 
For example, let n = 3, and let V be the subspace of M 3 consisting of all 
those matrices whose (1,3) entry is 0. Then the linear transformation T: V --. V 
defined by 
Iallal 0] [all a12 0] 
a21 az~ az3 ~ -- a21 az~ az3 
a31 a32 a33 a31 -- a32 a33 
satisfies perA = detT(A) for all A ~ V. 
Let Q = [qq] be an n × n fully indecomposable (0,1) matrix, and let 
M.(Q) be the subspace of M. consisting of all matrices A = [aij ] where 
qq=0 implies a~/=0.  
(1) Find (maximal) subspaces V of M. (on which the permanent is not 
identically zero) for which (*)  holds. 
(2) Find (maximal) subspaces V of M n of the form Mn(Q) for which ( * ) 
holds. 
(3) Let o(Q) denote the number of l's of a fully indecomposable (0,1) 
matrix Q. Determine 
~¢..'= max{ o(Q):  v = M.(Q) satisfies ( * )}, 
the maximum dimension of a subspace V of the form M.(Q) for which (*) 
holds. 
REMA~S.  /'1 = 1, /'2 = 4,  X¢ 3 = 8. 
PROBLEMS PROPOSED BY MIROSLAV FIEDLER* 
o 
It is known (Fairweather) that the n × n matrix A = [a~i], i, ] = 1 .. . . .  n, 
ai j  = 1 for all i > j, ai,i+ 1 = 1 for i = 1 ..... n - 1, and akt = 0 otherwise, has 
*Czechoslovak Academy of Science. 
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all its eigenvalues real. (They are 
2kcr 
2 cos - -  + 1, 
n+2 
k=l ,2  . . . . .  ~ , 
and -1  n -  [(n +1) /2 ]  times.) For n >i 5, does there exist a symmetric 
matrix which is nonnegative and cospectral with A? (For n = 2,3,4 there 
does.) 
, 
The n x n matrix 
A,= 
0 1 0 0 . . .  0 0 / 
1 0 1 0 - . .  0 0 [  
1. .0 . .1 . .  : :.. . .0. .0],  
1 1 1 1 . . -  0 1 / 
1 1 1 1 . - -  1 0 /  
n>~2, 
is elementwise nonnegative and has [1] all eigenvalues real: -1  with 
multiplicity [n /2 ]  and 4cosS{k~r/(n +2))  - 1, k = 1 . . . . .  n - [n/2] .  Does 
there exist a symmetric nonnegative matrix cospectral with A ,?  
COMMENT. For n = 2, 3, and 4, it exists. 
3. 
Determine the range f~ of the function @(A) = A o A -1, o denoting the 
(elementwise) Hadamard product, if A runs over all n x n real symmetric 
positive definite matrices. 
COMMENT. The matrices P = (Pik) e f~ are known [2] to satisfy 
(i) P - I is positive semidefinite; 
(ii) Pe = e, e = (1 . . . . .  1)r; 
(iii) 2maxi(p~/s - 1)~< E,(pi 1 /~-  1). 
For n = 2 and n = 3, these conditions are already sufficient [3]. 
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2 M. Fiedler, Relations between the diagonal elements of two mutually inverse 
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PROBLEM PROPOSED BY CHARLES JOHNSON* AND R. B. BAPATf: 
A WEAK MULTXPLICATIVE MAJORIZATION CONJECTURE 
FOR HADAMARD PRODUCTS 
For A E M,(C), all of whose eigenvalues are real, denote the eigenvalues 
as 
If A, B E M,(C), recall that A 0 B denotes the Hadamard or entrywise 
product of A and B. If A and B are positive definite Hermitian, we raise the 
question of the validity of the family of inequalities 
ifilbtAB) =s ifilb(A D B), k= l,...,n. 
The case k = 1 is an important known inequality (see [Zj), and the case k = n 
is the classical determinantal inequality of Oppenheim (see [3]). Thus, the 
family (*) would interpolate two known results. Also, the weaker family of 
inequalities 
fih,(A)hi(B) G fi hi(AoB)v k=l,...,n, 
i=l i=l 
is known [I], and considerable computational evidence supports the family 
( * ). Typically, however, X,(AB) < A,( A 0 B) does not hold for i > 2. 
REFERENCES 
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2 L. Eisner and C. R. Johnson, The relationship between Hadamard and conven- 
tional multiplication for positive definite matrices, Linear Algebra Appl., to 
appear. 
3 R. Horn and C. R. Johnson, Matrix Analysis, Cambridge U.P., New York, 1985. 
PROBLEM PROPOSED BY CHARLES JOHNSON* 
AND HARALD WIMMER: 
SINGULAR VALUES WITH RESPECT TO A NORM 
Let I1"11 be a vector norm on C n, and let A ~ Mn(C ). If L denotes a 
generic subspace of C", for which pairs I1" II, A does 
max minllAxl[= min max IIAxll 
d imLf f i kx~L d imLf f in -k+l  x~L  
Ilxl[ = 1 Ilxll = 1 
hold? If I1" II is the Euclidean norm, each side is the kth largest singular value 
of A (Horn and Johnson, Matrix Analysis, Cambridge U.P., 1985, p. 420), 
and it can be shown that ff I1" II is derived from an inner product, the equality 
holds for each k. For any pair I1" II, A, equality holds if k = 1 or k = n, and ~< 
at least holds for 1 < k < n. If I1" II is the sup norm, 1~, examples A may be 
constructed for n = 3 and k = 2 in which the inequality is strict (K. Davidson 
and H. Wolkowicz). 
PROBLEM PROPOSED BY CHARLES JOHNSON,* 
DALE D. OLESKY, I AND PAULINE VAN DEN DRIESSCHE t 
Consider two n × n nonsingular, irreducible M-matrices A 1 and A 2 
which both have the same tree graph. Is their product (positive) stable (and 
thus D-stable)? 
Several special cases of this were proved in [1]. For example, it is true for 
tridiagonal A 1 and A2, and thus for n ~< 3. The eigenvalues of A1A 2 which 
are largest and smallest in absolute value must be real and positive, and there 
are no nonpositive real eigenvalues. But, even for n = 4, A1A ~ can have 
complex eigenvalues. Numerical computations suggest that all complex eigen- 
values are contained in a very narrow wedge about the positive real axis. 
*College of William and Mary. 
University of Victoria, Canada. 
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PROBLEMS PROPOSED BY ROBERT C. THOMPSON* 
1. Unitary Similarity 
A famous theorem of W. Specht demonstrates that two matrices A, B are 
similar by a unitary matrix ff and only if each word in A and A* has the 
same trace as the like word in B and B*. (There is a nice treatment of 
Specht's theorem in I. Kaplansky's linear-algebra book. Furthermore, well- 
known connections with classical and modern invariant theory exist; we 
ignore these here.) It was shown by C. Pearcy that equal traces for finitely 
many words suffice, and in fact just 4 "~ traces uffice. However, this bound is 
usually much too large. Pearcy also worked out in detail the traces needed in 
the 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 eases, there being nine in the 3 × 3 case. Often, when 
testing some possibly true conjecture, one wishes that a few more low-dimen- 
sional cases of Specht's theorem were completely known. Do somel The 4 × 4 
case, for example, offers a promising challenge for a young person seeking an 
entry point at which to begin a career in linear algebra. There also is the 
different challenge of reducing the 4 "~ bound to a more reasonable value. 
2. The Hadamard Product 
There is a lot of interesting, quite striking recent work concerning the 
Hadamard product of a pair of matrices. Some names are T. Ando, R. Bapat, 
R. Horn, C. R. Johnson, and there are others. If C is the Hadamard product 
of A and B, many of the results describe some quantity belonging to C (for 
example, its singular values) in terms of similar or related but perhaps not 
totally the same quantities for A and B. A characteristic feature of many of 
the recent theorems is that the two factors A and B appear nonsymmetri- 
tally: Some quantity for C is related to essentially the same quantity for A 
and not essentially the same quantity for B. This is disturbing, owing to these 
two facts. First, there is a partial (although much less than complete) analogy 
between the Hadamard-product theorems and the eigenvalue theorems for a 
sum of Hermit[an matrices. Second, the historical record shows that the latter 
problem was brought into focus by the nonsymmetric eigenvalue inequality 
*University of Califorrda, Santa Barbara. 
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found by V. B. Lidskii in the 1950s. This inequality involved the eigenvalues 
of the Hermitian matrices A, B, C in the sum C = A + B, but those of B 
played a different role than those of A and C. (Lidskii's inequality may be 
found in several sources, for example, the perturbation-theory monograph of 
T. Kato.) Later it was found that a generalization of Lidskii's inequality 
existed in which A and B did appear in a completely analogous (symmetric) 
manner, but when this was done in the most natural way, an entire layer of 
new and rather deep structure was revealed. Is the same true o[ the 
Hadamard-produet theorems? That is, does the admittedly incomplete anal- 
ogy between the Hadamard product and the sum nonetheless point to a not 
yet visible layer of structure for the Hadamard product, which ff found, 
would put the factors A and B back into symmetric roles? 
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